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ABSTRÄCT

This thesis analyses the causes of downtown decline,
focusing on the relationship between the built
environment and those administrative policies that.
have a direct impact on the quality of such environment"
The purpose has been to develop an urban design strategy
by which policies directed towards the improvement of
the physical environment may be created.
Three broad areas of inquiry v¡ere developed"The first
area deals with the different theories of urban design
and the nature of central busi-ness districts.The second
area examines the role of municipal governmentsrfour
case studies are presented in this areaiNew york,seattle,
Vancouver,and Toronto.The third area of the thesis
presents the findinqs and recommendations.
The recofitmendations are grouped in three sections.

Th.e

first section defines the essential principles that
make urban design effective and understandable for .the
community at large.The seconC section identifies L7S
urban design elements and their policy status.Finally,
the third section of the recommendations contains A
General Model for Urban Design,which,when combined
with the other two sections of the recommendations,
serves as the basis to develop urban design policy
for the downtown area.
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CHAPTER ONE

I NTROD UCT I

I. I

ON

PROBLEM

The decline of the physical and social qualities

in innercity areas has become one of the worst problems
to be faced by our society in the years to come; it is
important to mention that the deterioration of the
social web of urban places which used to give "social
Iife" to a city is more active in its downtown area.
The downtown area still
city,

where a variety

mixture

of

Iifestyles;

remains the heart of the

of activities
it

is

provides a rich

the only place in

a

metropol-itan area where human contact is appreciated,
where people sometimes go to see and to be seen, to
make off-the-record
business transactions, and where
one can even f ind

highly

spec j-a Ii

zed products

.to

satisfy

one's needs. However, some downtown areas are
in complete decline or are struggling to survive, and.
there are different

reasons for this phenomenon, such

as a decrease in economic investment or a lack or
population base; but above all, the main reason given
to explain downtown decline is in how people perceive
the quality of the downtown environment.
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Quality in the built environment is the degree
with which a place attracts or discourages use. For
instance, íf the central area is perceived to have a
high incidence of crime rate, and/or simurtaneously,
presents poor microclimatic conditions, very few people
wirr choose centrar areas as praces to rive or shop"
Crime and poor environmental concerns are just two of
the many reasons for which people consider downtowns
just an office and commercial area I a secondary
shopping choice, and definitely not a place for raising
a family. But the reasons are far more complicated and
quality of the built environment is just one factor
affecting our perception of people and their places as
Kevin Lynch in his book, "A Theory of Good City Form,"
states: I
"What makes a good city? " might be a
meaningless question. Cities
are too
complicated, too far beyond our control, and
affect too many people, who are subject to
too many cultural variations, to permit any
ratíonaI answer. Cities, tike conti-nents, are
simply huge facts of nature to which we must
adapt
. Anyone knows what a good city is,
the only serious question is how to acñieve
it. "
Regardless of the reasons given to explain
environmental quality and character of development in
central areas, Lynch point s out the most important of
those reasons, "cultural variations. "
Social and
cultural values are the modifying factors of the
phys ica l
environment
which
represents
the
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strata of our society; however, social
values have not been the only modifying forces in
downtowns "
Economic, physicar and administrative
constraints have played important roles in the quality
of the built environment.
socr-o-economr-c

L.2 Focus
This thesis will focus only on the relationship
between the built environment and those admi-nistrative
policies that have. a direct impact on the quality of
the environment. Governments are mandated to protect
and enhance the physical environment in central
business districts to offer a better place to rive for
al1 citizens, regardless of their socio-economic
ci-rcumstances.

1.3 Hvpothesis
Certain municipal governments have not achieved
such li-vabIe environments. Poor urban quality is the

result

of two problems at municipal leveI:

administrations
gioal s ,

or r

correctly.

if

do not have policies

city

to achieve such

they do, they are not ad.ministered

The hypothesi-s of this thesis is that urban

design policies

wilI

improve the quality

of the built

4

environment.
will

Thus, higher social and economic Aoals
be easier to implement.
1.4 Statement of Purpose

The purpose of this thesis is to develop an urban

design strategy for municipal governments by which
policies directed toward the improvement of the
physical environment may be created.
I.5 Urban Desiqn Definition
Urban design is the process by which municipal
governments achieve an overall strategy to implement a
design framework for the urban area in which function,

form, and aesthetics are integral parts.
Local
governments focus on the process itself
which is
considered more important than the final product" This
process aims at the creation of livable urban places by
relating a buildÍng or a group of buildings to their
urban context: i.e., pedestrian, the block and city
form and function.
Urban design is civic-oriented; one of the main
principles of urban design is the protection and/or
creation of an environment which gives a sense of place
and belonging
These characteristics are of primary
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concern in planning the physical environment for
citizens of alI classesr present and future"
The process of urban design evolves over time" It
is impossible for any local government to improve the
built form and its quality in one or two years " It is
dependent upon economic changes and social values and

lifestyles, thereby making urban design a continuous
process directly related to the planning of the city"
Since urban design is both a civic and J.engthy process,
it requires the participation of many different groups
so that the outcome wilI respond to peoples' various
needs, not only at inception, but also during the
implementation period. These needs cannot be answered
just by any one profession, but by multidisciplinary
approach

"

Urban design is a relatively

new profession called

upon to bridge the gap between its parent professions,

architecture and pranning. Architecture has become a
profession almost generally Iess concerned with social
concerns, whire planning has moved towards the physical
component that gave birth to planning itself.
Michael Pittas2, Director of the Design Arts
Program of the National Endowment for the Arts,
presented "five refining characteristics of the
profession we call Urban Design." First, urban design
deals with the enabling of the environmental change

6

process through the promulgation of mechanisms and
rules
Usual ly urban designers are general ly the
initiators
of such a process
Being more than
initiators,
urban designers are responsible for the
quality of the environment achieved in any project,
responsibre not only to the locar government but to the
citizens at large "
Urban designers working for
municipal governments are supposed to protect and
enhance such quality. The degree by which they succeed
in this task is dependent upon their ethical values and
skiIIs.
Second, the urban designer deals with several
alternatives r âs in the planning process, and not with
just one product from beginning to end as an architect
when presenting a project before municipal governments.
Also' some architects often think of their design as a
piece of art independent of any kind of constraint from
the rear social worrd. rn contrast, urban designers
are the people who translate people's common concerns
into reality; again, it is a complex process that
requires a multidisciplinary approach.
Third, urban design deals with uncertaj_n "futures
and indefinite periods, not with the finite endeavours
and certain products of architecture."3 Urban design
projects take many years to bui1d, and it is for this
reason that a system of continuous change must be
"

"
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inherent in the design process.
Fourth, urban designers are part of the process
from beginning to end in contrast with architects whose
entry into the process occurs later t oE planners whose
jobs finish when architectural design begin. There is
a clear differentiation at this point, architects and
planners are problem-solving elements, while urban
designers are problem-defining and problem-solving
individuals at the same time" Thereby, urban design
becomes a profession with a more comprehensive scope
with no defined limits; it is beyond planning and
architecture themselves, it combines both"
Fifth, the primary concern of urban design is the
four-dimensional characteristics of space and society;
time being the fourth. This gives the urban designers
the necessary understanding to correl-ate process with
final product and their effect on the life of the city"
The degree of public responsibility of an urban
designer has grown to the point that, very soonr vre
will see them "recognized by both private and public
sectors as the conciliator, co-ordinator, mediator and
regulator of the built environm nt.,,4 What, then wi1l
happen to planners who care only for abstractions of
the environment, or to architects concerned sorery with
individual projects? Very 1ike1y, local governments
will replace them for urban designers; a movement that

I
wil 1 improve the architectural profession since
governments wirl demand more socialry responsive

designs from architects in the private and public
sector" On the other hand, íf planners do not come to
understand and define the physicar environment,
physical planning wiII be moved aside to accommodate
urban design which embodies as many or more disciplines
as planning.

Urban design processes in IocaI governments are
necessary to advance more livable environments and to
secure that the quarity of future projects wilr enhance

such environments " The formulation of comprehensive
urban design poricies witl be an important step towards
the achievement of a downtown of which a city can feel
proud, and one that can become the real centre of
activities,

so

that

other

social

and

economic

obiectives may be easier to imprement" comprehensive
urban design policies are simultaneously tools and
providers of solutions to human needs.
1.6 Methodology
Th.. method employed to
research results

achieve the

and recofitmendations started

process in which informatj-on from thirty
seven Canadian cities

was collected.

expected

with

American

a

and

At the same time,

?

a review of present literature on urban design was
conducted. From the evaluation of the information arrd.
literature, augmented by personal interviews, three
broad areas were developed: ( 1 ) the first area deals
with the different theories of urban design and the
nature of central business districts, (2) the second
area examines the role of municipal governments
focusing on four case studies, and ( 3 ) the third area
describes the findings of previous analyses and
presents a proposal for an urban design strategy"
L.7 Structure
Chapter Two examines different

theories of urban
design and from there Chapter Three analyzes current
issues which affect downtown areas. Chapter Four is a
study of the various forces affecting development in
the central business districts ( such as office and
retail development) and how these forces have shaped
the physical environment.
Chapter Five deals with the role played by
munj-cipa1 governments when trying to shape new
developments. This role evolves from traditionar
zoning by-laws to special districts where regulations
are either overly sophisticated or merely simple
concepts to guide new development. Chapter Five is a
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theoreticar background to chapter six, where we exprore
four case studies, two in the United States and two in
Canada.

New York and Seattle

where practical

design was formulated for the first
New York and seattle

time"

urban

In addition,

are two of the few areas where

urban design has achieved a very high level of
performance and acceptance from the part of citizen

groups and governments "
The two cities in Canadau
vancouver and Toronto, have accomplished simirar
results and are cities in which urban design is
considered a civic responsibility.
rn this chapteru
the focus is on the process by which those cities have
attained livable urban spaces.

Chapter Seven summarizes the findings of the
analysis of the case studies and urban design
literatures. From those findings, recommendations are
drawn and a theoretical model for urban design is
developed.

The model wiI I

take

the

form of

a

diagramatic chart of organization and techniques to be
performed by rocar governments. part of the same model

will be a matrix of the different elements that urban
designers shourd consider when dealing with different
projects.
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CHAPTER ONE FOOTNOTES

I"I1.r,

t' Seeking an Agenda f or Urban
Design, " American Institute of Architect's Journal,
(February I9B0), p.76.
B. Perry,

?
-Perry,
Ibid", (1980), p"76"
?
-Ibid.,

-

rbid.

p.77

"

CHAPTER

2

T]RBAN DESIGIìT THEORY?

The intent of this chapter is to make a critical

analysis of the different theories of urban design and
also to study how these theories have had any impact on
the practice of urban design as is appried by municipar
governments. However, it is not the intention of the
author to develop a new theory of urban design, since
this would be out of the purpose for which the thesis
is being developed.
Until now, urban design has been suffering from
the same problems as planning has, a lack of a defined
theory. From Lynch we quote the following paragraph to
show the multiplicity
of disciplines a designer is
involved with in the practice of urban desig.n.l
"City Designers make proposals for the form
and management of the extended spatial and
temporal environment.
They judge that
envrronment for its effects on the everyday
life of its inhabitants and seek to enhãncã
that daily experience. In essence, this is a
return to that old-fashioned field of physical city planning, but is both more focuéed
and also more connected to other concerns.
It deals primarily with people acting and
sensing in the four-diminsional physical
environment, and yet it is familiar with aII
we have learned about institutions,
processes, and social consequences. "
As Lynch says in his article, urban design
encompasses many tasks and skiIls,
not only those
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related to architecture or planning, but also those
related to management, public admj_nistration, real
estate r pslchology and geography, to mention only a
few, the principal reasons for which it has not been
possible to define a coherent theory for urban design.
Even though, it would be possible to understand what
urban design is arr about from what is being done in
municipal governments.
He continues explaining that
"city design is no longer confined to the public
regulation of private action, it expands to include
programming for activity
and character, creating
prototypes, making framework plans, engaging in
environmental education or participatory design,
thinking about the management of places, using
incentives and building the institutions of ownership
and controI."2
Urban design then becomes a continuous and
cyclical process without end-state solutions but always
looking beyond present considerations. And also¡ âs
Jonathan Barnett points out, Urban designers in
muni-cipal governments deal with the design of the city
and not with the design of buildings.3
After this brief introduction to what urban
designers do, the rest of the chapter wilr be devoted
to three areas, the first
reviews some "general
theories" of urban design, the second explains the
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foundations of urban design in the public sector,
the third explores the relationship between theory

and
and

practice in urban design policy.
2. I GENERAL THEORIES OF URBAN DESIGN

The theories considered here deal with the
interpretation of city form and its meaning rather than
the historical theories of how city form came about;
Lynch offers a good crassification of such theories:4
A. Planning theory
B. Functional theory
C" Normative theory
C.1. Cosmic theory
C.2. Machine theory
C.3. Organic theory
A. Planning theorv
Planning theory is studied here in generalistic
terms making emphasis on its relation to the urban
design process " Modern planning theory has shifted from

a physical orientation to being more polì-cy-oriented;
how and when decisions are taken is now the focus of
planning theory. The trend has been to put aside the
physical components which gave birth to planning
itself.
This tends to be more a problem of planning
education than of planning practice, since in the
Iatter, planning is still
closely related to the
physJ-caI dimensions of our cities.
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Planning theory defines four components in the
configuration

of our cities " A private profit-oriented
politicians,
citizens
and government

leadership,

administration

In some cities,
the power is
distributed more unequally than in others. In general
there are two streams to planning theory. The first
proposes that planning is better applied if a study of
the "structure and morphology" of urban forms and
activities is undertaken
The second stream states
that planning is more usable when it deals with the
process to achieve'desired goals.5 Both streams are
important in urban design, especially if they are taken
as a unified theory. A study of the structure and
morphology of the city is a means by which a planning
process becomes more responsive to real conditions in
order to achieve desired goaIs, or as Webber points
"

"

out:

6

"I understand planning to be a method of
reaching decisions, not a body of specific
planning is a rather
substantive goals
special way of deciding which specific goals
are to be pursued and which specific actions
are to be taken.
The Planning Method is
largely
independent of
phenomena
the
planned.

"

The dilemma of planning theory then is between
plan versus process.
PIans that project themselves
into

the future

thanks to their

with physical forms are no\,v shelved
plans cannot
lack of flexibility.

determine the future form and behavior of our society"
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This is done by the members of society, and since those
members and their attitudes are changing, plans that do
not reflect this change accordingly are useless. On
the other hand, planning process (or process planning)
is more relevant to urban design and it is possible to
create a frexible process directed towards the
achj-evement of urban design goaIs. It is here where
the importance of planning for urban design lies" It.
has been stated that urban designers are more
interested in the process of designing a city than in
the final product of architecture or master plans; as a
result, planning theory offers the designers the
opportunity to develop strategies to implement urban
design policies as pranning and urban design become
process oriented to achieve better results.
B. Functional Theory

This theory dears with the subject of how cities
were formed for what purpose and how cities work,
and it considers that the ciLy is always performing a
function for the benefit of a group or set of groups
cities then are designed to perform those functions
efficiently and with the l_east disturbance of the
social structure which supports the coexistence of the
city itself.
"

17

Some academics

propose three areas of research to

study functional theory and its relevance to urban
design policy.
The first area sees the city as a
process, as a cumulative and unique
historical
arrangement of actions taken by individuals and groups;
policy should be developed in the light of such
historical process. However this stand does not
consider that some of the changes that have occurred
within the city have been consequences of decisions
taken in other cities, action upon which the city
affected has no or very Iittle
control.
Another
shortcoming of this theory, and of importance for urban
design, is that there is a danger when designers
project past trends; by doing this, they are largely
emulating those planners of the past. projections of
the past are like old master plans. They assume that
conditions will remain as projected and 1eave very
little

room for flexibility.
However, historical
processes have an important say in urban design" lt
shows us the way places have been used, changed, or
appropriated by the users; it also provides us with a
socio-psychological profile of the people who lived and
are living in the city for whom designers are working"
The important aspect to keep in mind is that trends are
necessary to understand the socio-spatial process but
they are not necessarily established ru1es. People, as
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werr as places, change continually. urban history is
the description of results but not of processes
The second area of anarysis regards the city as an
"ecosystem of human groups. t'7
Some of the best
theories in this area \^rere presented by Robert park and
Ernest Burgess in chicago in 1925, whose theory sees
the city as an "ecological arrangernent', of c lasses and
rand uses, and use techniques such as sectoral growtho
ethnic succession and waves of density, and ratery,
"

factorial

ecology.

Factorial

ecology analyzes the

process of movement of employment, office and
residential rocation, type of structures and changes of
densities; however, this theory falls short when social
and psychologicar patterns are discarded because of the
impossibility of quantification in these areas " As an
anarysis of measurable characteristics of the city, it
serves its purpose for urban design. On the other
hand, the lack of non-measurable elements in the
anarysis makes it an integral part of a needed holistic
approach.
The third theory is the analysis of the city as an
economic spatJ-a1 facilitator.

The city is seen as the

space where economic transactions take place, and for
such a motive, the design of the city should be "the

most efficient" to reduce the cost of those economic
transactions. This theory ptays an important role in

7?

urban design, since it clearly demonstrates that the
group or groups looking at the design of the city as a
means to increase their profit have powerfur poritical

influences that in the end wilI have a di-rect result in
city form and structure.
However, those economic
groups represent a powerful minority, and the citizenry
at large look to the government to protect the public
interest but not to the detriment of the minority, a
rich and powerful group. It is of great importance for
the urban designer to understand these economic forces
and protect them as they give "life" to the city; the
real and difficult task of the urban designer is to
achieve a balancer providing equity without stifling
economic initiatives.
C. Normative T¡ggry
In general, the Normative Theory goes beyond any
of the other theories in the way planners "subject both
the ends and means of public policy to rational
consideration. It suggests the planning profession can
combine scientific anarysis with reform and change and
thus be true of its interlectual roots."B From this
assumption, three theories of city form are identified:
cosmic, machine, and organic theories.

n
C.1 Cosmic Theory

rn ancient times this theory stated that the form
and structure of the cities shourd represent the cosmic
worrd, that of God, in order to create a rerationship
between the uni-verse and the earth which intended to
protect humanity from unknown forces" This theory has
evolved and now \¡/e see it as a symbolic theory" The
city as a symbolic mechanism is understood as the
organization of space to reinforce dominant groups
influence through spatial arrangements. This influence
is performed via psychological perception of the built
environment; the physical form and structure of the
city are continuously sending a message - meaning and
the receivers subconsciousry record it. They sometimes
act or behave accordingLy, as long as receiver's
curturar varues are part of such meaning. This does
not mean that physical design modifies behavior
significantly.
What it means is that it does so as
long as the physical meaning is part of the cultural
varues of the recipients the "message" is directed to.
rt also means that when the receives becomes conscious
of the manipulation, the symbolic meaning is no 1onger
usef uI ; thereby, the sender (f orm and,/or physical
arranqement) become }ost.
This is the case when
physical parts of a city are designed to provide a
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meaning to

certain groups of people, but since
following generations have different va1ues, those
parts of the city turn obsorete to continue p"tfor*i.rg
the use for which they were built r or they acquire a
new meaning and therefore a new social use.
C"2 Machine Theory

Machine theory has armost the same theoretical
foundatj-ons as the functional theory.
The city is

created to perform a function such as military, trad.e,
or services. The difference lies in the assumption
that each part of the city performs a vital function to
the "well functioning" of the city as a whole; as Kevin
Lynch explai-ns:

9

"The machine model lies at the root of most
of our current ways of dealing with cities:
our practices of land subdivision, traffic
engineering, utilities,
health and building
codes, zoning. The motives articulated are
those of equity of allocation, good access,
broad choice, smooth technical function,
productive efficiency, material well-being,
physical health, and the autonomy of parts
(which means individual freedom, but also the
freedom to exploit space and to speculate in
it. )"

2
C.3" Organic Theory
In contrast with the former theory, the city is
seen as an organism rather than a machine " The parts
are not static but on continuous change as wer 1 as the
city as a whole, and any change in one of the parts
affects the others and the organism as a unit; this
theory is the same as the ecological theory, the city
is rerated to natural processes and not to excrusively
economic activities.
Ecologic and geographic anarysis
play important roles in the development of the city.
The city is an artificial
object made by man who should
respect the general rules of coexistence among the
different ecological systems.
For example, Iand
subdivisions could have environmental consequences on
the underground water, which later goes to rivers and
at the end is consumed by humans in the city" Trees
are not considered aesthetic objects but ecorogical
features that improve the microclimatic conditions on a
street and the city at large. In short, the city and
its parts form a coherent environment within it
together with its surroundings, which is changing,
reproducing and discarding parts as an organism"
Radicar changes are not made in order to keep a natural
balance, and if a big change is required, it is done
progressively through processes that aIlow the city
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(organism) to assimilate such change.

In conclusion and theoretically
normative,
functionar and pranning theory should give the urban
designers the necessary tools to translate theory into

practice, but merely as intellectual forces. It is
worthwhile to mention that these theories have evolved
from different disciptines and that their application
to urban design practice shourd be examined carefurly"
urban design poricy in municipar governments is done
mainly by architects and planners with tittle input
from academics. The theory behind urban design policy
is that of the practitioner, and sometimes it is quite
different from what we consider urban design theory as
developed by academics.

2.2 Practice of Urban Design
Practitioners have not defined a theory of urban.
design; the theories explored before onry deal with the
city and how the city is organized and how it
functions. As weI1, â11 of the theories present ways
to achieve a good city; the problem is how to translate
theory into practice.
A problem that concerns of
practitioners, however, is that those theories rarely
consider the realities of the city.
It is impossible

2+

to have a theory that explains political, economic, and
social forces a1I at once; thereby, urban designers
find themselves borrowing from a variety of disciplines
not from just one academic theory. Another important
factor is that urban design practice emerges from the
concerns of the general publi_c, from how people
perceive and want their city to be, and contributes in
this way to the distinction between academic theory and
practice of urban design.
Two of the main exponents of contemporary urban

design practice, J. Barnett and A. Shirvanir prefer a
more pragrmatic and comprehens ive approach to urban
design than those of the planning, functional and
normative theories "
Both authors argue that urban

design encompasses as many fields as planning.
shirvani considers eight elements central to urban
design: l0

I
2
3
/l

5
6
7

Land Use

Building Form and Massing
Circulation and Parking
Open Space

Pedestrian

Ways

Activity Support

Signage and Preservation

l{hi I e Lynch 's approach is similar to Barnett's, he

draws on a

more

urban design,

direct influence from the practice of
always emphasi zinq that academic
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curriculums should derive themselves from practice and
not from theory.
Practice defines theory, theory
redefines practice, and the cyclical process of
practice-theory-practice never ends in urban design"
Lynch presents the following educationar basis of an
urban design theory:II

2"

?

constant practice in graphic communication, drawing,
seeing and basic design (writing, speaking,
Iistening and mathematics)
Laboratory and studios
A. The holistic analysis and evaluation of real
city-places in the field; their sensory quality,
behavior, history, economyr politics, sodiology,
technical structure.
B" Site Planning a realistic program, a real site,
and possibly some real clients.
C" Community or area design on a participatory basis
with a real cli-ent.
D" City desi-gn proper, a real problem again"
Courses in Al1ied Fields.
A. Land Use and Real Estate economi-cs
B. Microsociology of the environment
C" Environmental psychology and behavior
D. Traf f ic and site engJ-neering
E. Urban Iandscape design and urban ecology
F. Project organization, initiation and mañagement
G. Urban history; the physical city in relation to
its pol-itics, sociology and economics.

4. Seminars in city design.
A. Case study of city design processes, models and
outcomes
B. Land-use and transportation analysis and pì_anning
C. The techniques of team and participatory analysi_s

and design

D. Environmental prograrnming and evaluation
E. The analysis and management of environmental
qua I ity
F. Theory and history of city design.
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With this list, Lynch supports the idea that urban
design education should reflect the realities of urban
design practice" In conclusion, Shirvani and Lynch
clearly state that if there is is going to be a theory

of urban design, it should come from the practice of
urban design; theory that could later help improve the
urban design process. However, this area of pragmatic
research is just at its beginnings
"

2.3

CONCLUSION

Because of the variety of knowledge required to

practice urban design, it has been impossible to define
just the theory of urban design. It is not necessary
to have a theory of urban design in order to practice
urban design" urban design has been practiced without
a truly unique theory; it has rather been the
aggregation of various fields. Although some theories,
such as planning, functional and normative theories
could serve as intellectual motivators, there is a
clearly defined gap between those theories and the
practice of urban design. Through this thesis, the
reader wilr find that practical urban design poricy and_
theory has been, and is, emerging from the pubtic at
large; it is the public who determine the kind of
environment they want to live in and their legacy for
o

4
future generations
The forlowing chapter deals with the theories of
downtown decline.
rn contrast with some theories of
urban design, this theory sees different
real
socio-economic forces as the properling force behind
downtown decline or rejuvenation" This second chapter
and the next are the necessary first
steps to
understand urban design policy"
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CHAPTER THREE

DOWNTOT{N:

AN AREA I]NDER STRESS

The importance of the downtown area in North
America has been decrining progressivery in the rast
twenty-five, years. This decline has resulted in a
rapid deterioration of the physicar and social
environment as well as a tremendous impact on the
econornic base of the area.

Residentiar neighborhoods in the innercity and the
office centre used to be the setting of the most
important activities of the region. Even now, many
people feel that the downtown remains the "best"

murtifunctionar area of a city, with a mix of land uses
and opportunities for businesses and corporate
headquarters or any other kind of activity that can
benefit from the agglomeration of people" This is
based on the actual i-nfrastructure of services which
can be found in the area. If this were true, the
downtown area would not be in decline and vùe would
suppose that any city could have only one nucleus
centre of activities, cultural, residential, retail,
sports, office and to a minor degree, industrial
Other factors contribute and are of great importance in
the location decision process. Larry Bourne describe
"

p
these as "push-pulI factors in innerc ity -suburban
competitions. " ( See Table 3.1.
Arr of these factors vary in importance, according
to time and place" In some cities, for instance, Iight
industry is located in innercity areas where a cheap
Iabour force can be found, while a high-tech industry
seeks a suburban area r since its management is
interested in providing better services for its
white-corrar workers who are highly paid and who are
likeIy to be living in suburban areas" Table Z"L is not
quantified to give a ranking of the different factors:
however, it can be deduced that the competition between
innercity, downtown included, wil I continue in the
years to come. This debate will almost certainly
continue to the next century.
We are presently witnessing a change of life
styles r ot as Robert Cookl notes:
)

changing tastes, a need for energy
".
conserving land-use patterns, and a lower
economic growth are bringing new life to the
downtowns of
large and small cities.
Business and government have invested huge
sums in downtown revitalization.
Some
efforts have succeeded; some have not".
The success or failure of the various attemps to

revitalize a downtown area depends on many intangible
erements: administrative and pol-itical readership,
public support; euâlity of design and economic
stability, to mention onry a few. The important factor
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Ya]¡le 3- ]Push Factors

Criteria

PUII facLors

(to

(frcrn inner city)

suburbs)

Population base

declining

grcrn/irrg

Environnental quality

deteriorating irrner city

suburban amenities

Jobs

declining

growlng

Racial bala¡rce

increasi¡gly black or

homogieneous and. wLrite

Densities

h-igh

1ow

rnitiar construction

often poor

more recent,/subject to

rnfrastructure

aging

inccrnplete but

o1d, often deteriorating

new

decreasing

increasllg

restricted/eryensive

abundant,/ine4>ensive

Property taxes

high

lower, but increasing

Pollution levels

high

lower

Social services/schools

deterioratilg

new

Highways

destrucbive

ìmproved

crirre

high and obvious

Hgh, but ress obvious

Industrj-al capital

obsolescent

new

severe

linlited

ethnic

Housing
Inccrne

stock

level

Financi¡g

Land use

(mortgages

)

competition

Redevelopnent

oCcensive (or threat of

Public covena¡ts

building code enforcenent/fire regnrlations

These

factors

emphasize

tighter controls

)

new

accessibility

mirl-inal
sometjmes relaxed but

buildings

new

the problsns faced by inner-city areas, ¡nrticularly

those in American cities.

Source: "Modern l4etropolitan Systems"
Charles M. Christian a¡d Roberb A. Harper ed.

p
is that people
appreciate and
under-utilize the
question arises:
are the boundaries

and governments are beginning to
realize that it
is costly to
downtown area.
At this point a
How is the downtown defined or how
defined?

3.1 DEFINITION:

Many authors use the term "Downtov/n" in an
informal way to refer to the largest business centre of
a metroporitan area, which is usuarry characterized by
urban form: skyscrapers, and parking lots (Bourne,
L982). Another term is the centrar Business Di-strict
(or cBD), of which the boundaries are usuarly defined
by a mathematical index of rand use, by designation of
census tracts r or by politicar

decision making which

disregards any scientific base.
one of the best methods to define the centr'l
Business District is given by R. Murphy based on land
use analysis-2 The definition uses two criteria:
1. Number of floors on a block in central business USCS
(height index)
2- Proportion of all floor space on a brock devoted to
central business uses (intensity index)
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Here, he has made a differentiation between now
central business and central business uses:
Non-Central business: Wholesaling
Factories

Residential Neighborhoods
Central Business: Office
Retai I
Cultural activities

The method provides

a system for:
I " Describing land use in C.B"D"
2. Monitoring land use changes
3. Comparison of urban forms, especially volume,

with surrounding areas

There are some complications as to how to draw the

boundary lines; for

instance, wê can say that the
boundary of the downtown area starts where the building
heights start increasing from one to any number of
floors to the set of highest buildings in the central
area having a starting point where the difference
between the next index of intensity, two
floors,
three, four r or five is markedly different from index
r: That is to say where the change from index r starts
increasing in shorter and shorter geographical areas.
This method impries that data collection must be
kept up-to-date. Problems arise since only a handful
of planning agencies have the manpower to do so. A
census is conducted every five or ten years and cannot
give the necessary information for changing poricies
according to variations in land use in the Central
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Business District.

This is why the definition of
downtown boundaries is so difficurt.
The best method,
more practicar
existing

than scholarly,

is to start

from the

boundary and make an environmentar survey of

land uses with
accordingly.

changes made to the otd boundaries
The importance of the defínition of the

downtown area is that,

urban design policies

when the time of implementing

comesr gov€rnment must have

a

clear understanding of where to target programs, and of
what standards wil r be appried to different sub-areas

within the Central Business District.
( Hereafter
I
wilr use the term central Business District to refer to
Downtown and vice-versa.

3.2.

)

THEORIES OF DECLINE

Having understood how to define a downtown area,
is now important to focus on why some areas are

it

ining.
Various el ements , socio-economic and
poritical in nature, have accererated the decl_ining
decl

process.
Change of population base: There has been outward
movement of the population with higher incomes,

which contributed greatly to the tax base of the
innercity.
The quality of services delivered by the
government has been diminished and the customer-rate
per store in the Central Business District reduced"
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Competition from chain stores which usually locate
in suburban areas which have higher volume buying
power and can offer cheaper products of the same

quality.
?

Widespread use of the automobile and better

transportation systems roads, highways allows
people to shop in regional shopping centres " This
is in sharp contrast with the downtown area where
parking rates act as deterrents to potential
customers.

4" A very poor environmental quatity: noi-se, vì-suaI ,
air pollution, and especially lack of urban spaces

"

Bourne3

=r.r**arizes the majority of the reasons for
downtown decline in six broad areas:

The "Natural" Evolution Hypothesis
An ecological theory whose greatest exponents were
Burgess and the Chicago School of Urban Ecology. The

main point of the argument is that low-income,
poorly-educated immigrants choose to live in older
areas near the CBD. These areas have been abandoned by
higher income groups. Inevitably, these Iow quality
areas expand to adjacent residentiar and commercial
areas farther out. This process is carred "ecological_
succession, with the spatial resurt being an urban area
stratifíed into concentric zones of increasing sociar
status outward from the city centre." (Bourne, L9B2)
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Cultural

Theory

Brian Berry's theory of "cultural predispositions"
of Americans is based on the argument that peopre
prefer the new over the old, private over public
spaces, low density over high density and mobirity over
stability"
This theory is becoming out-dated due to
the changing rifestyles and nev/ trends in the American
(including Latin-American) peopre, in which the ord is
regarded as an important part of our culture, and
thereby, worthwhile to conserve, and protect.
The Obsolescence Hypothesis
Bourne presents another theory of downtown dectine

which is based on the assumption that some cultural
values and physicar characteristics of the cBD stop
being of any economic use for the city:
A. Functional: An existing structure is no longer
economically usable because of design, rocation or
demand

B" Physical: deterioration of the environment
C. Cultural values have changed
As we can see this theory does not apply today,
since to buird nev¿ is sometimes more expensive than
recycling. According to Lisa Taylor in her interesting

7
book The Phenomenon of Change:4

"Recycling cities as we recycle garbage
if
another import means to achieve
self-reliance. Our cities are ful1 of empty
buildings, buildings with poor quality to be
inhabited. We can reuse these old structures
and accomplish neighborhood and sectors
revitalization"
In our ciLies and towns the
oldest buildings are being rehabilitated:
the oldest districts
containing these
buildings are fashionable again" necycling
is the phenomenon in which an o1d object ié
remade into a nev¡ object.
An abandoned
railroad
station is recycled into a
restaurant: nineteenth-century walt paneling
from a demolished house is re-used on the
wall of a modern apartment or is made into a
folding screen.
Housing rehabilitation is
. replacing the renewal planning idea of
demolishing the old. But when demolishing is
necessary objects that demolition companies
could not give away fifteen years â9o, now
bring handsome prices. There have been two
important reasons:
the first
is more
economical- to re-use than to build new; the
second, a consequence of the first, is that
the old represents values that have shaped
the present, \¡/e need to look at the past to
Iook at future.
4. Policies:

Side Effects

There are two examples of side effects of policies that

stiIl lessens the significance of the Downtown. First,
transportation policies at a tI levels of government
have increased the mobility of people; although not
intended to affect urban areas , its side effects can be
seen in the proriferation of nev/ suburban areas outside
cBD. Transportation policies that favour private use
of automobiles will always be a detriment for Downtown

revitalization,

and a way to ease the flow of people to

other munj-cipalities where taxes are lower "
This
brings us to the second point.
Tax Policies have been static and policy makers use
them more to attract business and investment in the
Central Business District"
Rather than residential
development in the innercity, causing that 1and
occupied by single families to become so expensive that
the onry economic alternat j-ve is to build towers of
apartments; the dilemma is that one finds high taxes in
the innercity and lower taxes in the suburban areas,
thus favouring Iow-density development and accelerating
the outfrow of capitar investment to other areas or
even other cities which offer more economic incentives.
Tax policies , one of the most powerful too1s, not only
to attract investment, but al-so to achieve excellence
of design, wiIl be studied in more detail in Chapter
Five.
The "Po\n/er" Theory
The main question here is:

Who

holds power?

Here

I would like to quote Bourne5 who expresses this theory
in terms that do not leave any doubt of its importance:
"This approach explicitly raises the
question of who benefits and who pays for
uncontrolled economic growth. The argument is
that private landowners, business and
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financial
institutions
are the major
beneficiaries of innercity decline, aided by
governrnents, which are dominated by property
and business interests. The costs are borne,
in general, by society as a whole, through
its tax base trapped by such changes in
declining regions or inner cities "
"

6. The Global

Economy

This theory postulates that international economj_c
policies affect cities,
especially innercities
Changes in the global economy are felt especiatly in
the industries that traditionally
have located in
innercities, and in the office sector which locates
downtownr âs auxilliary service to those industries.
These forces are shaping urban form in extraordinary
\¡iays" For instance, wê find multi-story buildings used
before in manufacture industry, nov/ converted. to
apartments and/or offices.
The other way changes in
the economy are being expressed in Urban Form is in the
highrise office towers that represent multi-national
"

corporations.

3.3 Conclusion
As we have seen, different

anations are given
for the decline of the downtown area. They are grouped
in different areas; all of them are inter-related and
expJ_
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one or more are applicable to each city.

The resson is that it is impossible to determine
with certainty the real causes of a centrar Business

District

decline, and any anarysis needs to embrace
many variables.
Despite the emphasis on decline,
attitudes towards the innercity, especialry downtown,
are changing.
Citizens are beginning to demand a
better environment. unfortunatery r people who return
to downtown are not finding the amenities or the public
spaces that are necessary to capture that movement"
urban decrine has eroded the sociar web of the city
through the quality of the physical environment.
After having analyzed the causes of decline, it is
important to explore the future land uses of the
Downtown area before any kind of urban design poì_icy
can be recommended. It would be naive to try to
deverop a legislation intended to achieve a physicar
structure of urban spaces without examining the land
uses which in relation to the values of ouï societ.y
o

determine urban form.

CHAPTER FOUR

Forces Shaping Urban Form

The purpose of this chapter is to analyze those

social and economic forces that have a direct impact on
the physical form of our cities.
To understand urban
form, urban designers need to know first how the city
works.
Both architecture and planning must work
together to comprehend how cities work and how it. is
possible to improve the urban environment. planning
has developed better analytical tools for the
realization of this task, although there is the need
for a physical- relationship.
The urban environment,
physical and social, must address people's needs.
Therefore, the main goar of urban design is to achieve
an environmental quality which is worthy of any human
being

In this chapter an analysis will be made of the
different socio-economic forces that, through their
interactions, ãffect the environment of the city, and
that in the end, they are the factors which create
urban form. It is argued here that the particular
shape of our cities in terms of distribution of land
uses and building form reflects the present structure
of the local

social networks and individuals

Three
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general factors account for the spatial regularity of
activity patterns. I
(1) "The inter-'
They are:
dependence among population members invorved in various
(2) The dependence of activities
activities,
on
specific characteristics of the physical environmento
and ( 3 ) The friction of space. " The interdependence of
activities requires that different individuars, with
different social, economic r or physical needs, could.
use the services of the other individuars with little
or no difficulty.
AIso, each one of the services
offered to furfill
these necessities requires some
physical standards to make the delivery of those
services more efficient and profitable, economicalry as
welr as socially, with its psychorogicar consequences
of satisfaction. Most of the services rocated downtown
rely on interpersonal contact, and on a "good. relation"
between the individual looking for those services and
the physical- environment. These human contacts are
what gives life to any city. However, they need to
overcome what schwirian2 calrs "friction of space,,
which is not measured " in I inear distance but in
time/cost rati-o incurred in moving between points.'o
rmprovements in the transportation and communication
systems are the main mechanisms to reduce the time cost
of the movement of people and goods. As time cost
becomes an important location decisi-on factor, the
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agglomeration of activities
be efficient

in the C"B"D turns out to

and economical.

development has a spin-off

effect

/ offíce
on the vitality of

Furthermore

the Central Business District.
4.1 Office Development

Office development is the keystone of Downtown"
provides employment, which supports retail
It
activities; it also increases the tax base of the
innercity.
But its infruence is much greater in the
urban form of Downtown than any other kind of
development. rt is the force behind the skyrine of our
cities , where the tal lest buildings are office
buildings, be it Toronto or New york. (See Figure
4.1"1) Every city is always renewing or replacing its
office space
The skyscraper is the product of Iand market
values and of the increasing need of "proximity'u of
services and persons.
Prior to the turn of the
"

century, there was litt]e
from its

industry"

need to separate the office

The technologicar

capabirity

for

doing so did not exist.
With the development of
communications, especially computers, it
is now
feasible to have management and production in different
places or even different cities or countries. Since
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the

office

function

communications, âny

is

closely

innovatj_on in

related
the

field

to
of

communications has a tremendous impact on office
location "
Some theorists argue that, with the

introduction of computers, it would be possible for
some services to leave the high rentar market of
downtowns and locate elsewhere ( suburbs ) . However, the
C.B"D" (Central Business District) is still seen by
information-intensive enterprises as the prime
location.
Central business districts are strong poles of
attraction for higher IeveI corporate, financial, and
specialized services activities.
This is directly
related to the quality of the environmentr âS outlined
by Babcock:3

"We should pause here for a moment to
emphasize that an interest in quality of
design in a city's commercial centre appears
to be directly related to the structure of
the local business establishment.
Architectural excellence is often a reflection of
the ego of the person who is paying the
architect's fee. "
corporate headquarters are not the sore source of
office
development builders
in Downtown; certain
business and professional

offices

locate in the centrar area.

For instance, optometrists

and

medical

groups,

financiat

will

continue to

institutions
and
individuar professionals need direct contact with other
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unctions to "r,vork" ef f iciently,
even though the
individual performance of these people have Iittle
effect on the urban form of the c.B"D" Thereby, large
financiar institutions
or corporatíons become the
artifacts of urban structure.
Whether or not firms are attracted to the C"B.D",
depends on the advantages and mix of arternatives of
central locations. The benefits of agglomeration are
lessened by including higher business taxes, crime,
pollution, and poor quality of pedestrian networks and
social urban spaces.
Just as the deficiencies of
Downtown are the advantages of the suburbs, problems in
the suburbs become, in equal manner, the benefits of
the C.B.D. One of the main advantages of the C.B.D. is
the exchange of information done by personal contact
re-emphasizing the need for proximity.
Face-to-face
contact is greatly preferable whenf according to
f

Brodsky:

(

4

I ) Several people have to exchange information with
another at the same time, as when a conference or
a seminar is held

(2) The exchange of information contains an erement of
uncertainty or secrecy
( 3 ) One anticipates that that exchange of information
wil I lead to a chain of serendipitous new
situations requiring stiIl more information
(4) Elements of the exchang:e require problems solving
or complex planning

(5

) The purpose of the exchanqe of the information is
to negotiate, convincer or establish trust

The face-to-face exchange of information and its
supporting office network are important determinants of

psychologically, one's
the strength of the C.B.D.
increasing contact with technology augments the need
for personal "touch" with other persons " Big business
is not conducted by telephone or in conference rooms. A
large number of business transactions are concruded
over lunch, ât meetingst or in consciously planned
tt

encounterstt

.

Another office component is the one formed by
government services traditionally located in Downtown"
There is a strong linkage between the private and
public sectors due to the quantity of "unofficial
trade-offs " required by the business and political
systems likewise" PubIic services also attract many
people from all over the city and even the region" So
now. the physicar structure of the centrar Business
District must thus offer an environmentar quarity which
wirl faciritate business transactions and derivery of
services.

The office sector is and will be the most
important force behind downtown development. Urban
design must, therefore, acknowledge the needs of the
business establishment while bearing in mind that

/ß

public interest should prevair without detraction from
business goals
There is fierce competition among
office firms to buird unique structures which become
corporate images " The best exampre is the Transamerica
Building in San Francisco (Fig" 4.I.2) " This building
imposes a feeling of pre-eminence over the city.
This
raises the question of what shourd symboIize the city the pub I ic or the privat.e sector?
Although the
building has become a symbor which helps to identify
its urban setting, the other part of the question stirr
"

remal_ns.

This shows how the socio-economic forces

shape our physical environment.
From face-to-face
contact at pedestrian ]eve1, to the delivery of
services and the skyline of cities: office buirdings
are presently the best expression of our society.
Other forces
retail
and housing
act as
complementary parts, not less in importance but with

lesser effect on the urban form of the
4

C"B.D.

.2 Retai I

The decline of Downtown as the retail centre is
even more accentuated than its decline as an employment

centre. Even though, there are some centrar Business
Districts that have maintained their retair supremacy
over other areas of the city. some large metropolítan
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p
areas with nodal points to attract people such as
good
environmental
qua Iity,
museum,
cu I tura I
activities,
and sound transportation and parking
policies - have withstood the competition from suburban
shopping malls and "mini-centres" in outer areas.

Retail activity is closely associated with the
office sector, and its vitality depends on white-corlar
workers who become "day-customers" and occasionalvisitors
During evenings or weekends, retail
activities are reduced by armost B0% due to the rack of
"

pçrmanent customers usuall-y provided by residential
areas within the centrar Business District.
we must

therefore

recog:nize that retail-office-residential
activities are closely linked to each other. urban
designr âs the design of the city, should analyze the
trends of those activities and the real pranning issues
that arj-se when changes in our society occur.
One of the main planning issues to explore is the
efficacy of current retail policies.
As has been_
demonstrated through years, some city poricy makers
have favored suburban deveropment at great scale,
especially shopping malIs without reali zíng the
consequences on the c.B.D. The absence of policies to
attract and maintain employment and residential sectors
as main supports of the retail activity has had a
direct effect on Downtown.
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In any case the major pastr present and future
threat to downtown retail activity are the suburban
shopping marrs" There can be onry two ways to decrease
the spread of those shopping centres
One is the
pubric acceptance by poricy makers (planning staff and
city council) that retail activity in central areas
must be re-inforced to prevent the decrine of the whole
city.
The second viable alternative is to build
citizen participation upon innercity problems as an
initiator of change" These two poricies are highry
poriticar, but are at the centre of the probrem. urban
designers need to get involved in politics if an
overall design policy is to be achieved.
Besides planning policies, what about the physical
environment? Architecturar styres have changed from
the average eight-f1oor department store to a nevr
"Downtown Malr" which is mainry the downtown answer to
the suburban shopping marr. These downtown malls are
characterized by their encrosed environment, and
consist of a variety of speciarty stores, usualry
anchored by a "bi-g-name" department store or by office,
residentiar or hoter activities (mixed-uses which will
be studied later in this chapter). These new types of
architectural designs and shopping trends are herping
the revitalization of the downtown area. As an exampre,
we cite here the retail development in philadelphia
"
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(

Fis

4.2.L )

the

design

features

of

which have

attracted much of the retail activity in the city"
Security is a key factor in retail development"
The problem is not one easily solved by physical
design; it is also part of the psychorogicar percepti-on
of people. The image or the perception of the area is
one of the key factors in the success or fairure of any
activity in the centrar Business District.
comfort to
realize shopping activities is closery related t.o the
pedestrian environment. what for the pedestrian could
mean comfort, for the developers is a decrease in
profit. But developers are not the ones to blame if
pedestrians do not find a desirable comfort level in
the area.
There are social problems that play an
important role in environmental perception and retail
activities.
The urban Land rnstitute in a recent study
on Downtown RetaiI Development points out:5
"Another factor in improving safety and
comfort is increased sidewalk actiïity"
Studíes of the use of public space have shown
that
the most effective way of keeping
tundesirables'
(bums, drunks, etc.) away irom
an area is to make the area busy. - Busy
streets also increase user's sense of
security. This is one reason why a number of
retailers and developers say it is extremely
important to orient downtown retail projectË
toward the street, in contrast to internally
oriented suburban malls .
centres open to
the street, however, are more difficult to
control and secure
. security in a
downtown centre
is an arl form.
Imaginative
manag'ement and d.esign capability
is a must. t'
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design need to combine efforts to
improve the downtown image- rt is important to "market"
the downtown area through the media in order to promote
its image" once the image is armost changed, more
people will likery go downtown and it is at this moment
Management and

when accessibility and parking become of capital
importance for the retair activity"
To conclude this
analysis of the retail activity and its importance for
urban designers a quote of Jaquerin Robertson from his
article "The current crises of Disorder"6 offers a
helpful insight for urban designers:
"Commercial concerns are design information:
necessary working data for the urban designer
which he ignores_ at great risk. How the õity
works commercially wiIl determine how thã
city wil I be able to survive and work
aesthetically. The urban design task is to
maximize opportunities for heaì-thy commercial
activity and to extract from tnis public
amenity urban design enjoins art and coñ-,*erce
and urban designers' who do not welcome,
understand,
enjoy this relationship miss
the point of_and
their work entirely. "
4.

3 Residential Development

As stated previously, any hearthy centrar business
district reguires a residentiar popul-ation base either

to generate downtown vitarity when office workers reave
downtown r ot to provide retair
activities with a
stronger customer activity at any hour. Residential
areas can be located within the c.B.D. or near to it in
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the innercity" The folrowing anarysis wirl concentrate
on both, since it is impractícar and unrealístic to
study just the downtown as an independent entity.
rf residentiar areas are inhabited by middre or
high income households, Downtown will revitarize
faster. However, during the 50's and 60's there was an
exodus of these groups to the suburban areas, reaving
behind poorer groups that, instead of contributing to
the retail activity or the tax base, have become a
burden of social services.
Low income groups in
innercities are usuarry tenants, having no control over
the physicar condition of their residential structures
Landowners generalry do not invest in rehabiritation
unress there is a strong demand by middle-income
households returning to the city due to changing
Iifestyles and tastes.
The result is displacement,
higher rents and land values.
Displacement of poor
peopre is a major social probrem facing Municipal
"

Governments.

The fact

that

higher

income persons

contribute more to the economic deveropment of the
central Business District
does not mean that
rower-income groups shourd be displaced. However, the
government can easily protect the rights of
lower-income groups by offering and herping them find
housing alternatives in the innercity,
and by
deveroping special programs to renovate those

î6
neighbourhoods for current residents; thereby avoiding

displacement and social tension. The in-migration of
higher-income households to the innercity is a positive

one in the sense that it improves the quality of the
environment of some neighbourhoods, (nig" 4"3"I), and
brings about more respectabirity and imagibirity to the
area.

Families are not Iikely to locate in Downtown,
sj-nce the only choice the housing market offers there
is high-rise buildings . One of the reasons is exposed
by W. llichelsen:

7

"When a chiId leaves his home to play many
stories be1ow, his actions cannot be followeã
from the apartment. He could go to China
just as easily as to the store, as far as his
parents are concerned. It is no place to
raise a family. A mother can't look out for
her kids if they are fifteen floors down in
the playground. "

There are very few neighborhoods in the innercity

with sufficient environmental qualities to be a
residentiar alternative for famiries. Hence, downtown
housing appeals to other groups yuppies, couples and
bachelors, the elderIy, and gro\,vnup parents without
children. These groups open better possibirities of
design, help any project to realize the higher
densities that can be accomplished, and can more
readily adjust psychologically as wel-l as physically to
those densj-ties. (fiq. 4.3.2)
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' the presence of high-income peopre in
city centres is not a new phenomenon. A study by C"
Hammet8 shows how cities in Europe and in North America
share this characteristic, and that many high income
groups are the ones who rearly can afford to rive in
the downtown areas. Hammet says that:
"Taste or preference for space are possibly
words too weak to denote what it is reall|
meant by this key variable of the structural
theory. Rather the nature of the demand for
space in this country seems to be a deeply
engrained cultural value
. a shift - iñ
middle class norms regarding the values of
access to Downtown could be more significant
than all the urban renewal to date."
However

urban design needs to answer those curturar values
to achieve a mix of urban activities and housing types"
A combination of work-residentiar uses can be achieved

to keep Downtown as the principar activity centre of
the city. An architectural typorogy rediscovered. since
the earry 70's in downtown areas is the so calred
"Mixed use Development, " whose main characteristic is

that

it

contains office, residential , hotel and
commerciar space, all interconnected through concourses
and/or skywark systems. one of the best exampres is
the South Nicollet Ma11 in Minneapolis, U.S.A. (nig"
A ) a\
a.J.Jl

A third type of downtown residentiar deveropment
is the conversion of older commerciar and industrial
buildings to residentiar use. order buirdings usualry
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offer the advantage of a easily redesigned interior
space, coupled with the benefit of a durabre structure
that otherwise wourd be very expensive to buird. The
trend is to convert these buirdings into units for the
elderry and young urban professionars" This implies
changes in zoning practice and administrative
procedures

"

One problem is

that

these mixed use

deveropments can become "fortresses" in Downtown as has
happened in the case of the Renaissance center in

Detroit, designed inwards without reration to the urban
context.
Mixed-use deveropments can have a greater impact
on community deveropment than singre use projects "
Mixed-use projects are seen as a viay to achieve overarr
economic deveropment, hence expanding the tax base of

innercities.

They are a tool for pranners and urban

designers to improve and achieve stated goars, but
above aII, to ímprove downtown livability"
Mixed-use deveropments are onry part of a compl-ex

sorution, and are not the only fiscar or sociar
problem-solvers of the community. cultural and
recreational
poricies
and
their
physical
infrastructure, both independentry and as part of those
mixed use deveropments, can make Downtown a place of
interest and vitality.
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Tourism

It was said before how people's perception is an
important factor to attract customers and residents to
Downtown" This statement is arso true when planning

for tourist facilities in the c.B.D. There are two
important elements for urban designers. First, the
environmental quarity of the area, either actual or
perceived, must be in continuous improvement and change
with a focus on pedestrian amenities. Tourists take
bus tours to know other areas of the city but they
prefer to walk Downtown. The design of a single corner
is as important as the design of a skyscraper, since
intersections become, combined with sociar gathering
places, points of attraction. This applies not onry to
tourists, but arso to those residents of the city
riving in outer areas. They are tourists, too, rooking
for excitement and IiveIy places.
The second point, not less important for urban
designers, is that physicar characteristics alone do
not produce "good" places. places need peopre if they
are to perform the sociar function for which they were
des

igned.

A program of

cultural

and recreational

activities goes hand-in-hand with physical planning.
Let's review some statistics of canadian tourism
to reinforce the importance of this relationship. rn
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1980, the tourism sector of the economy generated
reventles estimated at more than $13 billion dorlars for
the country five percent (52) of the G.N.p. (Gross
Nationar Product)
including more than $3 birrion
dollars

in foreign

exchange.

Although the economic

benefits are the focus of attention, tourism also
contributes to non-economic goals of a social,
curtural, and potitical nature. Tourism has generated
a construction boom of hoters and convention centres
alr over the country. sometimes they are built as an
integral part of a mixed-use development, âs in
Toronto, and others indepenoentry as is the case of the
Convention Center in MontreaI. (f i_g "

4"

4.I)

Hotels and convention centers are some of the most
important types of development, in design and function,
that cities have undertaken to boost their image and to
attract business and trade conventions. Gail Garfietd
Schwartz points out:9

"HoteIs serve both businesses and individuaIs. They are considered premier investments by locaI economic development
because- they contribute to the community's
export base. That is the puJ_I in dollars to
be spent in the community that are earned
outside the community. The more such foreign
expenditures a community can attract, tñe
better. Convention centres complement hotels
in providing an assured. demand for hotel
rooms, restaurant services, and ancil lary
meeting facilities.
Communities too small tó
support a convention centre encourage
constructíon of
hotels that
include
substantial meeting areas. "
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Municipalities must be careful, however, since
convention centres are arways subsidized and their
impact is not measured in the profit they make but on
the economic spin-off effects. Many cities have buirt
or are building convention centres, increasing
competition amongst them" Each city seeks to appear
more attractive than its rivals.
In addition " o
to
the basic facirities,
cities wilr try to increase
bookings by marketing their sports events r curturat
events,

eating

establishments,

ational activities.

scenery

and

T^õfõ-

" 10

As urban designers we should study what tourists
demand. Kaynak offers the following Iist of amenities
which tourists take into account not to choose a
vacation spot but to mark the city as satisfactory or
dissatisfactory:11
Accommodation

Facilities

Cleanliness of the City

Restaurants
Cab Service
Sightseeing
Museums,/Historical Places
Services Offered,/Tourism Bureau
Attitudes of locaI people towards visitors

Safety of the City
Entertainment Faci lities
Outdoor Sporting Facilities
Natural beauty of the city
Shopping facilities

The researchers have summarized their

their

applications

in publ_ic policy

findings

and

in Table 4.4.I.
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which describes the factors that infruence the choice
of vacation spots " rf we overrap both tabres we find
that the main reasons are the physicar attractiveness
of the city ( image ) and the facilities
it offer,
especially for business transactions.
Tourism wirl be one of the largest industries in

the world by the year 2000, thanks to improvements in
transportation technology" one of the most important
characteristics of a city for tourism from "within" and
outside it, is its function as a place to meet and
visit.
The physicar structure of the downtown can be
its most important asset. Downtowns can become again
the nucreus of the city through the introduction or
reinforcement of culturar and tourist attractions. rn
addition to the activities mentioned before office,
retail
and housing
the central
area could
increasingry meet the leisure time and entertainment
needs of residents and visitors.
The downtown area may
easily "be developed as a centre of social activity in
the community, and curturar and tourism facilities are
excelrent means of drawing people together for
recreatiora. " I2

æ

4.5 Cultural and Recreational Fqcilities

and

Activities
rn ancient cultures, culturar and recreational
facilities were an important part of the social life of
the community, usualry located in the centrar square"
rn the affruent societies of the western world ravish
buildings are designed either for economic reasons or
for symbolic ones.
The natural Iocation of these
buirdings has usually been the centrar Business
District for its convenient centrarity, and ancilrary
services located in the area act as a complement to
cultural activities.
There are excellent exampres of such buirdings one is the concert Hat I in Toronto and the other is
Faneuil Hal1 Market place in Boston. (Figs" 4.5"I and
4.5.2)

Both buildings

v/ere chosen for

the social

function they perform. The concert Harr in Toronto, an
excellent buirding in interior design as welr as in horv
the architect addressed the urban context, usually
attracts peopre of high incomes and is the soci-ar
gathering place of very few people. By contrast, the
Marketplace in Boston is performing a better social
function. rt has the characteristics of urban spaces
of the past, combined with the sociar values of the
present, and attracts peopte from different social

FOY THOMSON HALL
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strata.
Besides concert har-rs and marketplaces r other
buildings pray important roles in the cultural
advancement of the citizens and tourists alike"
Museums, planetariums, art galleries and many more form
a rich mosaic from which the city achieves social and
economic goals.
A strong central business district
depends to a great extent on the variety and vitarity
of these attractions.
cultural and recreational facirities support all
the activities

mentioned before.

Such facilities
foster business and touri-sm by drawing peopre to the
C.B"D"
This happens in strong central business
districts, but there are many cities that Iack the
communications network to make it happen.
In the
latterr cültural facilities
are found scattered al_l
over the central area without any possibirity of
pedestrian connection.
Architectural typology t ot its effect on urban
form, is usuarly one of the most important erements to
explore.
Buildings for cultural and recreational
activities are usually "row" and have very little or no
consequence on the skyline of the city, but it. is at
pedestrian revel where they have the most favorable or
devastating effect.
Two examples are cited.
Firsi,
the winnipeg Art Garrery whose design \¡/as intended to
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make the building a landmark, and at the same time to

enhance the buirt

environment, but did not achieve
either" (Note: when the term design is used it refers
to the exterior design and its reration to its setting"
rt is not the intent of this thesis to examine the

social consequences of architectural interior design"
The architect(s) of the Winnipeg Art Gallery did not
consider the impact of the design. A pedestrian impact
study was not carried out, and now some people remember
it "as the building with a corner that terrs you this
is not your prace." Regarding the revitarization of the
area' it is sufficient to look at the west side of the
building to see what is happening. The west facade is
a blank walr. Buirdings across the street are in very
poor condition, and contextuarry, the street is just
the back alley of Memorial Boulevard" By contrast, the
second and contrasting example is the pompidou center
in Paris. Although the size and culture of the cities
are different, in paris how design addresses the urban
)

context is one of the most important determinants of
form. Being a building "open" in arr its facades has
helped revitalize the whole area which surrounds it" rt

has become a trendy prace for culturar entertainment,
and one of of the "magnets" for citizens and tourists.
The design of public buildings could easiry be

controrled by governments, without the need for urban
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design legislation.

In Paris,

Winnipeg r or Bogota,

these buildings address pedestrian environments and
their interaction with each other " Governments courd
use these focal points as generators of activities to
accomplish

a

physical

and socio-economic revital-

ization

of the central business district.
changing focus, it is necessary to introduce some
thought about accessibility
of
cultural
and
recreationar facilities.
As supporting services,
curtural activities carry a financiar cost either from
part of the government or from part of the users. rt
is important to keep prices low and quarity of service
high so that these activities continue furfilring their
social purpose. Of course, the vitality of office,
retail,
housing and tourism sectors is directly
proportionate to the vitality
of cultural and
recreational activities.
VÍncent Papsidero of the
Department of community and Economic Development
explains : I 3

"Arts and cultural activities
contribute
and towns, attracting dollars, residents and
jobs. According to the International City
Management Association, economic impact
studies have shown a close relationèfrip
between expenditures in the arts and economic
developments . culture and. recreation may
become less single business enterprises and
more techniques for the success of urban
handsomely to the economy of American cities

redevelopment projects

."
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The physical infrastructure for redevelopment is
there
warehouses courd be converted into theaters,
huge parking open space could be built up
but what
urÌ:an designers must keep in mind is how alr of these
attractions remain an integrar part of a more general

concept. This concept advocates a mix of functions

and

land-uses.

Thus far, arr relevant functions of the downtown
have been outlined except for the industriar function
which was one of the determinants of urban structure in

the centrar business district and in the innercity, at
the beginning of the century. Nowadays it plays a ress
important function, but has great potential.
4.6 Industrial Activities
Manufacturing firms have reft centrar locations
for other areas or cities, leaving behind a set of
buildings that are being renovated. for residential or
office uses. Light industry is an asset to downtown
urban designr âS it provides opportunities for social
integration when combined with other activities "
Rehabilitation of older industrial buildings is a
matter of reinforcing their historicar value and
capitalizing on structural possibitities to create a
historical continui-uy.
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Light

industrial

activities

are educational
resources besides having economic function. Newspapers
and small crafts manufacturers , íf rocated in central
areas, contribute to the rich mixture of rand uses,
supported not by one or two economic sectors, but by
many of them.
However, some environmental complications emerge.
Visual pollution and contamination
were regarded as the "stop" arguments when light
industrial proposals were rejected by city pranning
departments ten years ago.
Thanks to advances in
technology, it is now possible to "clean" these
manufacturing services and to have different activities
in the same building. Examples of this trend are more
common in Europe where light industry is considered an
integral part of central area revitalization.
AS
Philippe Panersi and catherine Bruant point out when
describing their architecturar position in the design
of a project of this kind: 14
"In order to define our approach v/e took the
following points into account: consolidation
of the built environment, increasing
density, improving the means of acces! the
and
reshaping the groups of buildings. We have
deliberately shelved a1I consiãerations of
style and form in favour of a more urgent
demonstration, that of urban consolidation.
We are not proposing 'finished architectural
objects' for sale. Our approach
. is
first and foremost the hope that we can start
a dialogue with the public."
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These principles are appried to new deveropment.
Large mixed-use developments could incrude facilities

for

"c1ean" and smarr craftsmanshi-p co-operatives.
However, the future of such proposal is obscure given
the present expectations of our society, and. it will be
reserved only and partially for new uses when required
by the conversion of buirding. An irlustration of the
ratter arternative is given by panersi and Bruant,
expraining the same project in Li1le, France that
consisted of the reconversion of the Lebrau Textire
Mills into a multifunctional building.
(Figs. 4"6-I
and

4 "6

"2)

All kinds of activities located in the central
business, regardless of their nature, need to be
complemented by communication systems. Transportation
of people and goods is, for the C.B.D., a matter of
rife or death. Transportation poticies can create a
paradise for pedestrians or a jungle for cars. The
pedestrian and the automobire are natural antagonists"
rt is up to the urban designer and the pranner to try
to achieve a balance between their interests.
4

.7 Transportation

Transportation and its infrastructure

highways

road.s

and

are the determinants of urban structure;
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radial cities or gridiron patterns are responses to the
need for engineering efficiency that has characterized.
the twentieth century. Access to the multifunctional
centrar Business Area has been one of the biggest
probrems planners and urban designers have to deal
with" congestion, accidents, and air porruti-on red.uce
accessibirity by customers and visitors who consider
their going downtown as a necessity and not as an
enjoyable experience" A.D. May outrines the factors to
be considered by planners and urban designer=rI6

(A) Efficiency: less cost and less time involved in
Eñe-jõuEnËt are the objecrives of efficiency,
applied both for the user and the provider-"
(B) Resource Conservation: conserving those
resources, and in particular energy, which are
used in the provision, operation, -maintenance and
use of the transport system, and which are in
particularly short supply.
(C) Fi-nance Conservation: limiting the demands of
on the búdgets of the
authority responsible.
(D) Environme4lql jlotection:
Minimizing the impact
na tnei-i-;;" on borh
users including pedestrians, and. non-users such
' residents and city centre employees
as some
(E) Çafety: reducing the loss of life, injury and
damage to persons and property resultiÃg irom the
use of transport facilities.
"

(F) 4ccegsiÞilitv: improving the accessibility to
tacr-rrties required by business and by individuals
and hence reinforcing the rand-use prãns of the
city centre.

&
(G) Equityi endeavouring in not to worsen any of the
above factors for any group of people andl
ideally, ensuring that benèfits-arè either equal- 1y
distributed or made available particularly to
those with special needs.

municipal governments wirt emphasize some of
these objectives, others wilr focus on just one; it arl
depends on the political wirr of the participants in
the planning process. rt is important to clarify that
some of these confricts are on opposite sides, and any
direction taken will mean a compromise between the
some

problems solved and the problems generated or worsened
by the decisions.
Whatever the decisionn it is
expected that private automobiles wirl remain the most

viabre form of transportation in and around d.owntowns.
Hence' governments should endeavor to create a physical
and psychologicar separation between car traffic and
pedestrians in order to achieve some of the goals
stated above.
with the increase of tand values, energy costs,
and most important, environmental and financiaL costs,
many cities
are exploring the pos sibi Iity
of
discouraging the use of the private automobire,
emphasizing pedestrian, bicycle, public transj_t and car
pools as modes of travel for peopte who go to or within
the central area. one of these examples is the Metro
2000 Concept f or liinneapolis (nig .4.7 .l)
where
transportation and parking are an integral part of the
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development process, reducing congestion and improving

the pedestrian environment"
Poricies to reduce the number of automobires in
Downtown are directly rerated to development activity.
The more development, the more vehicles coming to the
central area. The more deveropment, the greater the
number o f peop Ie wor ki ng and,/ or r iv ing d.owntown "

Therefore, there is a conflict between the land and
space required for the even greater number of people
and the increasing number of cars. parking aqgravates
the problem of the limited land. available.
on-street parking and surface lots are detriment.ar
to the visual quality of the city" Block after block
offers the pedestrian "arid" areas ful1 of cars during
the week, and in the evenings and weekends huge empty
spaces where the pedestrian onry feels isolation and
discomfort- The probrem, however, is noF only of the
off-structure parking.
In the majority of cases,
parking structures are an "assaurt" to the pedestriano
they do not become part of the urban context and
usually spoil the image of the city. "The Bay parkade"
in downtown winnipeg is a good example. rt faces one
of the most important Avenues of the city, Memorial
Boulevard, but its design does not address the
ceremonial style of the bourevard. rt is a parking
structure "open" completeJ_y in its facades.
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urban design parking possibilities

in Downtown and
the physical consequences are analyzed by Thomas
Feagins as follows:17
(A) Is the parking garage beneath the buildi-ng,
adjacent to it, or simply nearby? Below-buitding
parking is the first choice of most drivers, and.
few are willing to walk farther than 500 feet
(approximately two brocks) atthough this amount
vary from city to city.
(B) Are spaces near elevators or stairways?
(c) rf the parking garage is not below the buirding
are pedestrian warkways avairabre to the buirding
tunnels or overhead bridges? (Fig. 4.7.3)
Transportation in centrar Business Districts is
one of the most difficult
probrems facing urban
designers.
Although transportation is not an
independent function itself, it is crosery rerated to
the land uses, densities and services of the central
Business district.
4.8 Conclusion
Thus far, these different socio-economic forces
that shape urban form and environmental quarity have
been studied from the perspective of their imprications
on urban form and how they affect the pedestrian
environment. Almost everyone starts or finishes a trip
as a pedestrian in any downtown area, and it is to the
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pedestrian environment that urban design must rerate"
The image of the skyline is important" However, the
image of the city at human scare is much more important
if a city is to achieve a pedestrian network where
people walk arong not because they are forced to do sor
but because they want to do it. They are "invited" by
the network.
A pedestrian network means the relationshi-p
between buildings; how they connect and how these
connections provide social urban spaces in which to

gather, to see and to be seen. Different networks are
found in our cities today, sidewalks, shopping mal1s,
and underground concourses but very few are related to
each other.
They do not provide social gathering

places since their main purpose is commerciar.
Municipal governments shourd intervene in order to
achieve an overar r design framework, so that different
pubric spaces and buirdings become a pleasant part of
city lifer âs well as a protection measure for future
users- The role played by Municipar Government is the
decisive factor in implementing urban design policy"
Municipal governments have tested different mechanisms
to better the urban setting, but the most traditional,
and the one which has had a greater impact on modern
urban environmental design is zoning.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Yhe

R

o ]- e

otr Loca l_ Government.s

In the urban renewal era of the 60's and early
70's the primary role played by the government was that
of making prans, mainly physical plans of how the city
centre should look" urban designers v¡ere the ,'artists"
behind these efforts to "modernize" the city, and their
enthusiasm usualry ended when plans were approvedr or
when at the rast minute a politician decided that the
project was not worthy of implementation.
The urban renewal era ttzas the "lost opportunity"
to create a meaningful environment in great scale.
Today
' with increasing economic constraints, the
private sector is decreasingry wilting to provide the
pubric with the necessary pubric spaces of high quatity
unl-ess given incentive or f orced to do so by the
government

"

Piecemeal development, however, presents more
opportunities than rarge-scaJ-e projects as far as the
government is invorved to secure the pubric interest. l
The intervention of local governments in the design
process have evolved from purely zoning to policy
formulation. There j-s no city in North America without

controls or policies

which attempt to direct

the
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development of downtown areas " Even Houston, Texas
that craimed to be the only city without such controls
has real ízed that the piecemeal development without

coordination has resurted in an urban environment that
it is onry famous for the architecturar image of its
skyrine and not for its achievements at pedestrian
1eve1.

This has forced

the local

governments in

Houston to prepare an interim design plan for Houston's

central business district2 tUig. 5.1) Zoning has been
the traditional tool to control development in arr the
other centrar business areas of other cities.
rt is
important to describe the zoning process to understand
the basis of present urban design practice.
5.1

ZONING

Zoning legis lation implies the control of
development by part of the government over private
property. Governments have been supporting zoning as a
means to protect the public interest.
zoning
underrines the assumption of defining what cannot be
developed in a specific property because of its
possibre negative impact on the neighboring properties
However, it is important to mention that zoning usually
looks to contror the quantity, bulk and height, of the
new developments, but rarely focus on the quality of
"
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it, functionalty and aesthetically
Functionally in
relation
to the communication systems, either
pedestrian or automobile, and in how to achieve a
"barance" between these two important elements
Aestheticarry, some zoning by-1aws are enacted to
protect the visuar environment, such in the case of
signs or colors but they do not address the
visual-aesthetic values of urban spaces" Zoning also
regulates land use and development density, in order to
promote an orderly urban structure according to
infrastructure capacities and growth policies.
( See
Fiq. 5"1.2)
"

some contend that zoning has become a "suburban

tool"3 to the detriment of innercity areas, a radical
turn-around from the purposes of the first zoning
by-laws enacted in the North American context" These
by-raws have as a principal goar the imposition of
minimum standards of

right

and air

for

streets,

particularly in central business areas.
The most common method of regulating buirding form
is the apprication of some mathematical formulae" Four
simple geometric restrictions that were and are stirl
in use are: setback, rotcoverf height and angular
planes such as those shown in Figures 5. r.3 " Even
though, zoning has evoLved and become more
sophisticated as it wirr be d.escribed in the next
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"lf a ctty can get the buildings it asks

fcr, why can't it get the burldtngs it
wants?"

A \fenharten block

as

it is rodav . .

. . . as it would look if ir were fully
developed in accordance wirh the zoning

iJ;ii

finall¡-, whar would happen if rhe
highest-densit.v zoning were crlcnded to

the middle o[ the blo..k, rs m¡nv
dctelopcrs wish.
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chapter- what is rearly necessary now is an anarysis
of zoning and the theories for or against it.
Zoning is regarded as one of the best mechanisms
to protect property values by a proper designation of
rand uses " Two val-ues of the property must be taken

into consideration and zoning in the central business
district
will vary accordingly to the potiticar
pressures to maintain those varues " The first is the
value of the land itself , which changes in the d.owntown
depending of the use of land; land values in Downtown

are generally high due to the possibilities
of
increasing the density of a smarr area designated by
zoning legislation.
The second is the varue of the
structure that occupies the specific piece of rand.
usually this value depends upon the use of the building
and the varue of the land. when a structure varue is
less than that of its zoning potentiar, the first step
would be demolish and buitt up to what it is possible
by zoning by-Iaws, although this 1imit can be reduced
if the change is supported by politicians or the
citizens. rn cities where public support is minimal,
zoning favours private development. However, in cities
with strong public participation, zoning is a very
1egal tool to fight "negative" development from part of
the cíLízenry represented by community groups. These
debates tend to focus on the general pranning concepts
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with little attention tc urban design aspects This is
why we may find parking structures without any
aesthetic appeal, hence reducing land and aesthetic
values of both the property and its
properties.

neighbouring

Another argument put forth, which is especiarry
true in historical districts, is that zoning þreserves
city character "
rt also protects urban character

through height and burk contrors combined with form
standards. hlhat is even more important, from a point of
view of urban design in rocar governments, is t.hat
zoning is an instrument to control private developers
and bring them to the table of negotiations, where
techniques such as incentive zoning and design
standards can improve any project, to the benefit of
aIl.
on the other hand, zoníng is static and zoning
do not refrect the variety of uses and activities
of the central business district.
Zoning as a tool of
the traditionar comprehensive pran does not keep pace
maps

with changes in society.

This problem is due to the

absence of a system to modify zoning by-raws in the
light of new events in the city.
Although in practice,

the case can be totalry
,L
ouc:'

different

as Babcock points

?4

"From Minneapolis to Atlanta from Seattle to
Boston, the refrain was the same: 'Zoning is
you wouldn't waste
meaningless downtownl'tyou

your time on zoning,
could build the
Empire State Building under our ordinance.,
'Our F.A.R is 25 and that can be waived. '
The IDS Tower in Minneapolis soars over all
other downtown structures, and it did not
consume all the F.A.R permitted
If
. controls in the business centre are
tough, that appearance may be misleading. "
Zoning in the central business district

has been

as frexible as it can be; deveropers argue that any new
development will.bring new revenues and new employment
to the city, this could be true, but there must be an
emphasis on the quality of the environment. Excessive
F.A"R ( floor area ratio ) that allows too much,
decreases the bargaining power of rocar governments.
Another problem of modern zoni-ng practice is that
zoning now dominates the pranning functions of rocar

planning departments as a whole.5 Some local planning
agencies are almost domi-nated by zoning administration
and by buirding inspection functions "
pranners

responsible for the quarity of development focus only
in the preparation of a report stating the conformance
of the project with the current zoning by-laws
However, in cities like New york and san Francisco,
zoning is a tool to achieve high urban environmental
quarity and other different deveropment goars, such as
a reduction of vacant offi-ce space or direct growth in
"
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the Central Business District"
Zoning , for its
legal basis, offers a great
variety of alternatives for the implementation of urban
design poricies. rn the majority of cities, zoning has
been an underutilized mechanism for urban design. This
brief analysis of zoning shows us that the arguments in
favor of zoning overcome those against it, and that
urban designers should be knowledgeable of zoning
techniques, especially architects
It is necessary to understand some zoning
techniques before going into the detaired anarysis of
case studies, where zoning has been the principal toor
to develop and implement urban design poticy.
rncentive zoning and the creation of speciar districts
are the two most important of these techniques.
"

5.2 INCENTIVE

ZONING

The concept of Incentive Zoning was used for the
first
time in a zoning by-law in the comprehensive
revision

to the chicago ordinance in rgsi " fncentive
zoning implies that the varue of downtown rand is a

function of zoning regulations.
It is a technique
developed by locar governments to terl developers that
in exchange for certain public amenities, they can get
more developable area, recognizing with this the rights

?6

of ovrners over their properties.
And the bonus
provision has been the respond to this exchange r or
better known as the F.A"R. bonus.
rncentive zoning also challenged the traditional
process of development, in which one ov¡ner could only
appry his development rights on that property. The
technique known as Transfer of Deveropment Rights
(T.D.R. ) was developed.
The success of both techniques depends greatry on
the poritical wil I of the participants in the planning
process' since it is often necessary to "d.ownzone"
present zoning by-Iaw timits "
If everything is
allowed, these incentives would be ineffectual.
5.2.1 F.A.R.

Bonuses

Zoning bonuses are given to a developer in
exchange for public amenities, urban furniture or urban
spaces which the local government consider important to
improve the environment of the central Business
District. As a resurt, an increase of densities in the
area takes prace reason for which it. is important to
determine

the

physica

1

capacities

of

the

infrastructure, sidewalks, and transportation networks.
rn theory, the profit for deveropers, after increasing
density with bonus, shourd be equar or slightly higher

fl
than to the costs incurred by the developers wh.en
providing such amenities. Fig" 5"2.L represents such a
system.

In legal terms, there have been very few cases of
municipalities being challenged in court to prove the

validity

of the bonus sytem.
The legaI basis for
zoning bonuses stems from two traditionar concepts:
the concept of externarities, and the concept of the
general welfare.6
The legar analysis of externarities considers the
conseguences of any structure in downtown, such an

increase in traffic congestion, brockage of light and
air. These externalities are measured in cost-impacts
on the city, thereby forcing the developers to
compensate for

these impacts. However, given the
political structure of our society, bonus incentives
create less friction
and stimulates deveropment
opportunities.
"There must be a clear relationship
between the density, bonuses granted and the
amelioration of the externality, provided by the
required amenity. rf the increased density that is
given as a bonus is clearry balanced with the amenity
which will partialry ameriorate that externality, the
externalities anarysis can be used to justify the
trade-of f . "7

^. ¡poce.
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The general

fare concept argued to support the
provision of bonuses suggests that regulatory measures
can "require actions to enhance the environment.B It
is an extension of the concept expressed in terms of
protection of the hearth, safety, and welfare of all
citizens of the community; as stated by Michael
He]¡man:

we1

o

'

"Essentially a developer, under the broader
interpretation, ffiây be asked to absorb a
reasonable cost for the benefit of others.
Regulations
may
induce
particular
developments to be undertaken because it is
in the general interest that this be done.
Consequentlyr ârr
indication
that
the
regulation is based on broad social
objectives wilI add considerable support to
the general welf are ratj_onaIe.
In these
case, ameliorating external harm is not the
issue, as it is in the externalities
argument; rather it is the limitation of the
use of one's property or a portion of it and
the request to absorb certain costs for the
benefit of others. "
usually, in the cities where "good administration"
is part of the planni-ng process, deveropers accept the
reguirements as a right of the city, in as much as the
city offsets development costs with bonuses incentives "
The externalities and welfare concepts, give the bonus

technique its raison d'etre before the courts. As it
will be seen in the next chapter, this technique is
both valid and useful to city pranning agencj-es where
urban design is an important component.

î@

of the typical purposes of bonus provisions
are outlined by Mary Brooks as follows:10
Some

1.
2.
4.
q

Improve pedestrian circulation
Improve access to transportation facilities
Increase tight and air, including view
protection and enhancement
Increase pedestrian amenities
ïncrease constructi_on of desirable uses in the
area

The san Francisco Downtown Zoning study provides

a

definition of the purpos", l1 "The primary purposes of
these development bonuses are:
provision of good
access to build.ings, and improvement of access to
properties, from the various forms of transportation
serving the downtown area; improvement of pedestrian
movement into and out of buildings, arong streets and
between streets;
provision of pedestrian amenity by
means of ground 1evel open space; arrangement of
buildings to provide light and air to streets and to
other properties; and protection and enhancement of
views.

"

Philadelphia is modernizing it's zoning code to
accommodate present deveropment proposars which equal
more the six million square feet of new development in
its downtown area. An analysis done by the staff of
the planning department found that the system of floor
area bonuses rewards du11, riferess ground floors while
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penarizing designs with such pedestrian amenities as
skylighted open areas, atriums or greenhou=.= " 12
Pranners sometimes have applied this technique, but
without going into the detair of the quality of the
amenity provided by the developer" The philadetphia
system concentrated mainry in the concepts of

"recession plane zoning" and open area bonuses (nig"
5.2 "2) of individual buildings, although its zoning
by-laws farrs short of proposals when dearing with th.e
\niay individual projects relate to each other. Bonuses
shourd not be thought as substitutes for sound planning
principles and architectural quatity"
Bonus Provision Technique have a very important
rore in urban design, for being both flexibre and a
bargaining tool that if werl admini-stered wirl have as
a resurt the direct of Downtown as an urban erement of
the city"
5.2.2. Transfer of Devetopment Riqhts
The transfer of development rights from one
property to one or more different properties is far
more complicated than the bonus system. The purpose of
this transfer is to relieve the market pressures that
threaten row-density uses, such as landmarks and open
space. (Fig.5.2.3)
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Professor John costonis is the principal exponent
of the theory of transferability of development rights.

rn his words, "Development rights transfer breaks the
linkage between particurar land and its development
potentiar by permitting the transfer of that potentiar
or deveropment right, to land. where greater density
will

not

be objectionable. "I3

The concept

of

transferabre

development rights
is increasingry
becoming a toor of municipal governments to achieve
urban designr pres€rvation, and land use goals, thereby
underrying the principle that the deveropment potential
of privately held land is in part a community asset
that government may arrocate to enhance the generar
weIfare.14 This \das the case in New york where the
Grand centrar station v/as designated. as a randmark in
1967; However it was proposed to develop the air rights
of the structure in such a way that the landmark
building would not conserve those characteristics which
were crucial to the designation.
Fortunately, the
urban design group of the city of New york proposed a
system of Transfer Development Rights
T.D"R which
\.vas adopted to preserve the identity of the structure
"

(nis. s.2.4)
usualry local governments estabrish conservation
areas and transfer areas.
New development is not
allowed in conservation areas, while transfer zones are
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One of the proposals b-v Marcel Breuer for
a building over Grand Central Terminal.
This version would have removed much of
the principle facade and obscured the resl'

The top block model shows the area
around Grand Central Terminal as it is:
Center: as it would have been if the Breuer
proposal had been built and other nearb!'
blocks also redeveloped: the third model'
bottom, sho*s the Urban Design Group
proposal to use the air rights to redevelop
two sites to the wesl, also shown in the
site plan below right.
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the receivers of the development potential
These
transfer areas are suitable to increasing densities due
to their infra-structure and service capacities " As in
the bonus system, these areas have a density rimit that
can be exceeded by the purchase of development rights

from conservation zone randowners; this transference
allows the marketprace to "compensate the owner of rand
where development is restricted by arlowing him to sell
that density to transfer zone landowners""l5
Air Ríghts Transfer is maybe the most used
technique in downto\^/n areas. Air rights market resurts
from the designation of landmarks, open space, in
addition, cities are now selring air rights over
streets, sidewarks either for skywark bridges or for
high rises that need large parcers which usually are
not found in some areas " The two major types of air
transfer are:
(

f ) When the owner has not built anything yet and
sells hís air rights to those who seek-to keep the
Iand as open space.

(2) Those instances where there has been development,
but it is such that additional use of the site's
air rights can be made. prime examples are the
constructign of buildings above railroad lines and
16
highways .

The basis of transfer

mainly out of

a

of development rights aríses
concern that zoning controls confer

7q
substantia I benefits on

some

owners while restricting

others . I 7

Michael Meshenberg summarizes the arguments
in favor of T.D"R as follows:1 B

(1) Reduction of arbitrary and inequitable twindfarrs
and 'wipeouts' which irequently accompany
governmental use of zoning ordinances
(2) More effective preservation of environmentarly
sensiti-ve areas, open space, and historic
buildings; and more efficient use of land for
earmarked for development
(3) unification of prans and programs for development
and environmental protectíon
( 4 ) A shift of the larger share of the
totar social
cost of new development to the developer and
ultimate consumer; and
( 5 ) Recoupment of a portion of private gains
created
by public investment
on the other hand the forlowing are some of the
constraints in the T.D.R. planning process:
(1) The system must be legal_1y defensible
(2) The formula

for issuing development rights must
(a) fully reflect the loss and values óf those
who
are denied the right to develop tireir lands and
(b) easily administrable
(3) The supply of development rights and the demand
for them must be such that (a) their val_ue does
not fall below their value when issued and (b)
developers will be encouraged to or can be
required to make use of them because they can make
a reasonable profit in doing so.
(4) A Transfer of Development Rights system must have
safeguards against fraudulent issues and
transfers, hoarding, dumping, etc.

r08

(5

) The establishment of a Tranfer of Development
Rights system must not result in an overàI1 Ioss
in tax revenues.

(6) The Transfer of Development Rights must
politically
acceptable.
The impact of

this

be

zoning technique on urban

design is mainry concentrated in the administrative

stage of the planning process.
UsuaIIy, instead of
affecting or modifying, bui lt form affects the
intensity of use in the area. Besides being a ,'fair"
process to private owners who have lost their rights to
develop their properties, transfer of development
rights is also a bargainlng tool; however, the
applicability of this concept depends in great manner
on the poritical wilr of the participants with interest
at stake; since it is possibre to augment the density
of a property many ti-mes, governments must look for an
equitable process to protect the public interest"
To provide developers with incentives, bonus and
transfer of deveropment rights, cities have been
designating some areas as special Districts where
zoning requirements are either frexible or very strict"
5.3

The first

SPECIAL DISTRICTS

kind of Special Districts to emerge were
those dealing with historic preservation.
It was an

îq
answer to the current zoning ordinances that did not

provide the "protection" required in such historic
areas "
They have become known as : ,'SpeciaI pub Iic
rnterest District" which emphasi-zes the public interest
as the main concern. such districts focus not only on
historic preservation but arso in areas under great
development pressure.
In the Iatter case, special
Pubric rnterest Districts are formed when actual zoning
ordinances are too strict to permit and promote nev¡
deveropment t or on the other hand, when new d.evelopment
is not controlled at arl" rn both cases, the creation
of such districts is directed towards more flexibility
in the development process as well as towards a more
comprehensive analysis of the area.
some of the characteristics necessary to provide
flexibility and comprehensive analysis are, 19
) The statement of intent. setting forth the nature
of the speciar and substantiar pubric rnterest to
be served by the regulations.
(2) The effect of the regulations. special pubric
Interest. Districts can either substitute
compretely previous zoning regurations that are in
detriment of desirable new development in the
area, or can modify present legislation, all
depends on a previous analysis of the need for the
Special District in consideration.
( 3 ) Procedures. Administrative procedures shou Id
streamline the process of development
applications, but being carefut of not sacrifícing
the public interest for the "speed" of such
(1

process.
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The above areas of analysis have been applied in
the creation of the special district r êspecially in

central business districts,
only confined to downtowns

a

lthough its

use is not

"

special districts are also regarded as
imprementation techniques which rearly allow municipar
governments to faciritate or buird pranned projects
Downtown

that

otherwise, would have been shelved.

In other
words, special districts are created due to the desire
the development activity
carried out in a more
business-like manner than is true of governmental
action. I 9
Downtown Districts

now embody arr of the nev/
components of urban design process including bonus
provisions, transfer of deveropment rights, design
review, and tax mechanisms. Locar governments define
such special districts

as the areas from which economic
and social benefits can be derived to the city as a
whore. such is the case of the Fifth Avenue special
District in New york ( Fig. 5. 3. I ) enacted after
department stores and other retair businesses reacted
to the lack of protection appried to new development.
Barnett, in his book "rntroduction to urban Design",
points out,20
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Fi4tne 5'3.7"
lvlaps descnbe some of the provisions of
the Fifth Avenue Special Zoning Dis¡nc¡.
The buildings ou¡lined as "solt" are those
judged likely to be redeveloped at some

time.
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"To a visitor strolling along Fifth Avenue,
the substantial limestone buildings may seem
of the most permanent things imaginable. To
a real estate developer, the view is quite
different.
t{ith a map of the underlying
zoning in mind the deveì_oper knows that many
sites along the avenue are "soft"; that isl
the zoning would pernit a far larger building
than is there right no\^/. Although Fif th
Avenue i s midtown 's mos t expens ive l_and , the
demand for office space makes it economic to
redevelop, which had not been anticipated
when the underlying zoning map \.vas drawn in
t96I
If real estate considerations not
related to retailing were to dictate that a
substantial portion of the street become
plaza space r or banks and airline ticket
offices, there would be a powerfu1 adverse
effect on the rest of the stores. "
The intent

to create the Fifth

District

was to consolidate

function

of the area.

Avenue Special

the traditional

retail

time, planners
real- ízed the importance of having a mix of resid.ences,
offices and shops in the same building to increase the
livability of Fifth Avenue. This piece of regislation
became the first of its kind in the united states2r
estabishing precedent for other cities
Minneapolis has created the Mirls District that
represents a different kind of special District in this
case. The Mirrs District is intended to integrate the
develpment into the downtown and is the product of a
public-private partnership.
The development wilI
contain a mixture of condominium and apartment units,
At the

same

"

office

space, hotel space, and retail

and restaurant

î73

space" (Fig" 5.3.2) The plan for the MiIls Disrricr
was developed in consurtation with different interest
groups.

The land use plan

of

the area,

is

in

conformance with the objectives stated in the
Minneapolis Plan for the B0's where it is specified
that "rand uses shourd be residentiar and commercial,
and the mixing of rand uses should be encouraged but
controlred so that a residential environment is
maintained

"

A third

type of special district is found in
Memphis where the Biomedicar Research Zone was created
to pray a significant role in the economic deveropment
of the city, being the health care industry a
significant factor of the city's economic structure
The idea emerged with the realization that the medicar
field was an excelrent means by which Memphis courd
capture a share of the growth in high technology
emproyment. The focus of this redeveropment is to be
the expansion of the area's employment base through .the
rocation of medical businesses near the focal point, of
the district.
The plan will designate suitabre uses
and their general location, as well as the simultaneous
definition of transportation and urban design programs"
These three examples give us an idea of the
variety of purposes for which speciar districts can be
created. The urban design process has benefited from
"
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these techniques thanks to their flexibirity"
special
districts are a responsive zoning technique which, if
welr administered, can improve the tife and buirt form

of our cities
This chapter studies different techniques to
implement urban design policy both in the united states
and canada" The focus is on how those mechanisms do
have a direct impact on urban design and on the overall
"

development of the city"

Financial incentives are
becoming an integral part of any design policy, and
without any doubt they are excerrent toors to manage
the physicar and economic deveropment of the centrar
Business District.
However, the idea is that financiaÌ
mechanisms implement plans and not the other way
around; many cities that use financial incentives to
attract investment without a coherent pran for
development have found that the economic return has
been less of what was expected, and. even worse, the
physical environment has not improved with higher
economic investment.

The forlowing techniques range from public-private

partnerships to
loans for
rehabilitation
and
preservation of significant structures.
The study
covers only those techniques most significant for urban
design and Leave aside those that are more directed
towards economic development. This does not mean that
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they are independent of each other; on the contrary,
they are closery related but for the purposes of the
thesis, only those financiar techniques with an effect
on the physical deveropment of Downtown are considered.
5.4.1 PubIic-private

partnegeh:LpÊ

Pubric-Private Partnerships have emerged from the
realization that neither the government nor the private
sector courd rebuild and improve the economic, sociar
and physicar environment of the city. Arone there had
been an increasing need for a close co-operation to
faciritate
the process of achieving redevelopment
objectives in the centrar Business District.
Partnership "entails
participation
by ( I ) an
entrepreneurial city government, (2) a resourceful
developer, and (3) Iocal business Ieadership."IT There
are three important steps for the urban designer:
feasibility and pranning, construction and leasing, and
operation. However, his rore wirr vary according to
his expertise (architectural design and planning, and
through the whole process, management and evaluation of
the project. ) urban designers are invorved from the
beginning of the project even before a development
partnership is agreed upon, and they are found in
either of the three sectors described above, in the
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government, in

the development sector,

and

in the

business community"
These three groups have always worked together "
However, in the eighties, three trends have marked a
breakdown of their traditional

rores, especiarry when
the government sees itserf no ronger as a faciritator
but as an investor" The trends are outrined by wilr
Fleissig as follows: I8
1. Political
Realities
the move away from
urban-related programs in federal priorities: funds
and personnel for planning, community developmento
and urban design which wilI continue to be severely
cut as basic city
services ( fire r police,
sanitation, se\¡rer and water ) consume most of the
money" The competition for public money will
increase dramatically as human services, eduèation,
werfare and social security fight to maintain their
share of the pie "
2" Economic Realities
the costs and associated risks
of financing real estate projects will continue to
skyrocket. The pressure on smalr and medium-sized
developers, coupled with the high interest rates of
the past four years, have focused the majority of
development opportunities toward large companies
with thick wal lets.
For those firms with
substantial financial power and the ability to hang
on during the lean years, the rewardJ can be
substantial , and therefore, warrant the risks of
pubric approval and swings in market demand for
their products. while the smaller developers witl
survive and even thrive in some instances, the basic
trend will be toward the invorvement of a small
group of large developers, institutions,
and
businesses in most new conètruction projects.
?
Design Realities
The íncreasing control that
zoning, building and energy regurations exercise
on
the design of all buirdings. Architects are losing
contror over some of the basic elements of desigá
due not only to government requlations but also to
economic realities imposed by developers.

î7?

In public-private partnerships, the government
usually relies on the private sector for the
development of a site owned by the government. Gross
exprains as forrows the objectives of the government
agency and the private sectorrl9
PubIic Objectives:
(a ) obtain construction of its
buirding without
being obligated to contribute monies
(b) obtain monies for value of their rands, either
by way of monies at the outset or annllal cash
f low
(c) the ability to participate in future growth -in
value
(d) no obligation to provide funds
(e) no responsibility for loss
(f) an element of contror over pubric aspects of the
pro ject
(g) retain ultimate ownership of land if possible
(h) structure a project which will be of interest to
private industry and which is easily financed
Developer Objectives:

) long term profit and annual cash flow on
retai I -commercial
b ) more immediate profit on condominium
c) utirization of a government covenant on lease to
assist in financing
(d ) retain as much control of the project as
pos sibl e
(e ) assure ability
to finance project and
subsequently dispose of project if desired
(f) preference for land ownership, but acquiescence
to long-term lease if necessary
Governments and developers put together a
a

financial

package and a legal

agreement in

wh

ich

considerations of pubtic access and design are clearly
defined"
Joint development takes place when a very
large project is to be undertaken. An example of the
complexity and magnitude of the projects for which
public-private partnerships are created is the Bunker

7æ

I Development Project in Los Angeles ( Figure 5. 4.1 ) ,
where new mechanisms provide opportunities for pubtic
participation and pubric risk sharing with the
developer" rn addition, the developer had to meet some
condition imposed by the government such as use,
density, design review, fine arts contribution and
equal employment opportunity.20
Thanks to the
multiplier effect of the development, the government
has acquired more adjacent rand, expanded its public
benefit requirements and increased the revenues for the
city while sharing, in a resser degree, some of the
risk. The income generated from rand sares and rease
payments are being used to carry out redeveropment
objectives in many other areas of Los AngeIes, and
through the use of tax increment monies, the city is
providing housing uníts for low and moderate income
Hi1

fami I ies

.

This anarysis of public-private partnerships and
the case study of Bunker Hirl in Los Angeles o clearly
demonstrates that joint ventures will continue to shape
the physicar form of our cities for many years to come;
and, even more important, partnerships bring to the
table of negotiations alr the different forces, that
before were working separately to achieve a consensus
which satj-sfies all the groups with interests at stake
and for the benefit of the city and its people.
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Now it

rs necessary to review other financial

techniques which are an integral part of joint ventures
and sometimes are applied individually or in groups but
always as part of a more general policy"
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5"4"2 FINANCTAL

Their
financing

main purpose Ís to secure sound and stable
for

investment

TECHNIQUES

a deveropment project

int,o compatible

and. also Èo attract

rand.-use acÈivities.

of, the most import,ant, techniques

some

were studied. by the

Department, of Housing and urban Development (Þ.H.u"D.
in the uniÈed states,

and vrere published. in 1993 under

the Urban Environmental
importance
Policy.
1

.

of

f inancial

The report
raI

)

cites

Ob_l¡ggl:gn

De sj-gn
me

Program, re cogniz.J.ng

chanisms and

Urban

Èhj-rteen technj.q ues:

Des

Èhe

ign

21

¡pnd.s :

The sale of ge ne ral
tV gove rnme nt allows the
city Èo assemble the capital
necessary to pay for
major physical improvements.
The bond,s are backed
by the cj.tyIs full faith and credj.t and. the city is
able to puÈ t,oge Èhe r a large amount, of mone y f or
important capital-intensive
projects
and to spread
the cos t impact ove r t.ime .
Ge ne

Revenue Bond,s: Tax-exempt revenue bonds are
tradi-tioniÐãppried
to development., public parking
s truct,ure s ,
and. se If -l j-qu j.d.a t ing
inf ras tructure .
Today they are used. as the basis for 1ow interest
mortgage s
for
s in gle
homes,
bus ine s s
are a
revit,arization,
pubtic land banking and renovation
of structures for private offÍce and, commercial use"
3

nt ojs-up.e¡sJL_f eët A s Lgnif icant proportion of
lable f or downt,own pro je cts
e nhanclng
the
aÈt,ractj.ve ne ss of
the
are a
Eo
vis lt,ors.

" Trans

1e

4" Special Assessment: The establishment
of a special
assessment distrlct,
enables a city to support the
cost of a pfiysj-cal j.mproveEent by taxing th¡ose who
will benef it by it most dj.rectly"
5. Tax

Increme nt
F ina nc inq' :
In
t.hj-s case,
the
lssue s
bonds
in
its
own name,
antj-crpating
the
Íncre ase d tax
re ve nue s
f rom
improtrg4 properties
thaÈ wi 1I aIIow j-t to pay the
gove rnme nt

boncts.

t¿+

6" Innercit.y Value Estimation
ModeIs: This tecl,nique
f ocuse s on tvro are as . Thre f irs t, one de als wrth the
percept.ion
actual
of f j.nancial
institutions
and
developers regard.ing innercit,y areas, the objectj_ve
is to create mechranj.sms to chrange throse values.
The
se cond are a is d.e s j.gne d towards the cre atj-on of a
new appraÍsa1 system based on f uture values instead.
of t,rad,j-t,ional one s such as phys ical cond.ition and
pe rce ption "
e nvironne ntal
7

o Tax Abatements:
@:-mi.nated
Èlme

Taxes

are e ithe r partia Ily re duce d
f or a specif ic period of

"

7

"A Tax ExempÈion: Property

rolls

by a special

action

is

e lj.mj.nate d. f rom t.he Èax
of Iocal gove rnme nt"

Exclus j-on :
Prope rty
crassffiat.i"n outs rd,e the

7.8 Tax

prope

rty

place d
is
ina
f in ition
of Èaxable

d.e

"

7"C Income Assessment: Taxes are based on the income of
the re d.e ve lopme nù pro je cÈ and not on the property
value itse If .
8. Buy BacR Land. Fund: The city

seIls the land to t,he
buÈ
if
Èhe
d.eve
loper/market
conditions
,
make the proje ct une conomical, the cj-ty buys back
the land at, a rate not' to e xcee d. the original
purchase prj.ce.
deve loper

9" Communj-ty Investment

Funds: It is a f ed.eral f und f or
saving and loan inst,iLutions.
By making rnoney
avai-lable to associations
at a reduced. interest
raÈe
the prograu¡, aims Èo encourage viable
investment:
strategies
emphasizing community base specialisÈs
"
co-operation
between private
and int.erests
and
support of low and, moderate-J-ncome housing.

10. Equity Part,j-cj-pat,j.on Loans: The cj.ty may be come a
j.n owning the house, benef iting
"part,ner"
f rom
appre cj.ation
at t,he poj-nt of sale r râthe r than
through interesÈ charges.
i1" ¡tunicj.pal Loans f or Rehabi-lj.tat,ion: Ttre governmenË
provrde s loans be low the marke t rate , and are
usually target.ed t.o a specj.f ic area j.dentif ied by
j.ts poor physj.cal structures
and social problems.
12. RevoIvÍng

Loan Fund.s: The concept is: a f und. is
esÈablished by a preservat,ion
f ound.ation, using
contribut j-ons r grant.s and Ioans to provid.e a pool
of f unds . Th is pool is the n use d to buy buildj-ngs
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or in dange r of d.emolitj-on.
f or sale
The
f ound.ation rest,ores the buildi.ng and se lls it; the
monie s f rom the sale go back to the rnitial
f und
and cycle starts again.
1

3. Capit,aliz ing Non-prof Ít Groups : It re lie s on the
premrse t,hat non-prof iÈ groups, lf well f unded.,
contrÍbut,e
to the improve Ee nt of the phys ical
environment, as much as the government or private
de ve lope rs "
These f inancial

North

techniques

Americao

characterist,ics
Èhey are

Ho\dever,

are

each

one

accordj.ng Èo those

applied.

growth j.n t,he Central

has

unique

of. the city

Urban d.esigners

promote specif ic

mechanisms to

used Lbrougb,out

could

where

use such

Iand. uses and d,irect

Busj.ness Dj-strict"

Examples
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New York and. Seattle.

$.$.Conc1us ion
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to protect.
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the urban form and quality

\{as
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of urban design policies,
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CHAPTER SIX

CASE STT]DIES

This chapter wí1 I describe the urban design
techniques used by four cities
New york, seattre,
vancouver and Toronto
during the late 1970's and
early 1980's, techniques that are still an integral
part of the pranning process. The focus of the studies
is on how these cities attempt to control new
development either through mandatory requirements or
discretionary measures. The techniques range from
simpre statements of
goals to
sophisticated
mathematicar formuras to guarantee a minimum time of
solar exposure.
Case studies are important, since from their
anarysis it is possible to define key erements for
successful urban design.
However,. the succes s or
failure of any technique depends greatly on unique
rocal characteristics - politicar and socioeconomic , or
even on personarities - reason for which any adoption
of a technique which is being " imported " must be
modified to suit local needs and characteristics.

îp
Each one of the four cities is werl known for its

degree of sophistication and flexibirity
at the same
time; and maybe, their successes in urban design are
due to the balance achieved between strict
urban design policies.

and frexible

At the top of the list are New york and seattle,
two American cities that are part of the speciar group
of cities where urban design is of primary concern"
The other two cities, Toronto and vancouver, represent
the urban design vanguard in Canada.
6.

I

New York

city has been in the forefront of zoning
and urban design since it
enacted the first
comprehensive zoning ordinance in 1916. since then the
city has been characterized by being one of the most
innovative cities when dearing with the quality of the
environment in the area of Manhattan. rt wourd be too
extensive to review the urban design process since its
beginnings in New york. The anarysi-s that folrows
concentrates on those issues that are significant for
the future improvement of the urban design process.
The city's current zoning was enacted in 196I;
since then, it has been amended thousands of times.
One of the most important elements of the zoning: code
New York

137

was the praza bonus. As originalry enacted, the zoning

onry prescribed a higher density when developers agreed
to provide a plaza space, arthough it did not contain
anything about the quality and design elements of such
plaza space.
This created public spaces without
sunlight or seating facilities,
just plain open space
designed to avoid future costs of maintenance and

Another direct consequence of bonus
provision for plazas was the disruption of retail
continuity and space encrosure in some areas of the
central business distri-ct.
These pitfalrs came to be
the main criticisms of the urban design achievements of
the city; however, the planning department has tried to
correct those shortcomings by enacting new legislation"
For this purpose, they hired lvilriam H. whyte to study
plaza usage in order to recommend design changes.
whyte's resurts \dere incorporated into the zoning by a
r975 amendment. The proposals v/ere based on direct
observations of the way people use plazas and streets
The purpose of the new praza urban design guidelines
was stated by Whyte as fol lows: I
upgrading.

"

"There is a delicate balance to strike"
have tried to accomplish this by mandating
basic provisions such as orienting plazaã
toward the sun, and including in them trees,
seating, and lighting.
In the way seating is
provided, trees planted, fountains desigñed,
there are unlimited choices and combinations.
At the same timer wê encourage wide freedom
of
choice
in
design and
individual
architectural expression. "
We

7p

of the main goals of the guiderines were to
emphasize the importance of pedestrian experiences and
perceptions from the street as well as to strengthen
the relationship of new deveropments with existing ones
some

at

the

street

Ievel.

developments of differing

Under the guide I j-nes,

new

scares "are integrated with
existing buirdings to maintain visual continuity, and
to continue street activities and shopping.
New
arcades are continuous rather than interrupted by
walrs- Blank warls facing the street are treatedr so
as to be visualry pleasing. New trees continue the
existing rine of trees arong the street, and
pedestrians are separated from vehicurar traffic
through curbcuts and paving."2
The following is a list of the different urban
design elements taken into account for the development
of the guidelines:
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A: Streetscape
Horizontal continuity (fig"
RetaiI continuity

6"I "I

)

Arcades

Business signs

Street tree planting (Fig" 6"f"1)
Sidewalk paving
Streetwall articulation
Curbcuts
Central refuse storage area
B: Residential Plazas
Primary space (Fig " 6"I"2)
Residual space
Northern plaza
Primary Space
Types: Corner plaza
Mid-block plaza
Through-block plaza
Mandatory requirements

:

Si ze

Proportions
Height of adjoining building
Orientation
Access for the disabted
Treatment for adjoining walls
Lighting
Paving

RetaiI frontage
Mandatory amenities:
Tree planting
Seating
Bicycle parking facilities
Drinking fountain
Additional amenities:
Grass and other ground-cover planting
Gametables

Artwork
Fountains and PooIs

Play equipment
Open-air cafe
Optional amenities: flagpoles, pubtic
telephones, awnings
Residual space:
VisuaI residual space
Usable residual space
Kíosk

Maintenance:

Maintenance requirement
Plaque

Vehicle and refuse prohibition
Performance bonds
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A primary sÐace is the larçr ponion of the
residentiai plaza. lt is where ma jor
recreational activity and pubiic use occurs and
occupies at lean 60 percent of the oiaza area.

@

RÊSIDUAL sPAcE

@l ¡loRt¡re Rn¡ PLAZA

A residual space is the remaining ponion of
residenrral plaza.

lt

a

us:aily s:rrounds a build,
inq and mav be used as a visuai landscaoeci

amenity.

It

comprrses

not more than

40

percent of the total plaza area.

A public space which has no other gxposure
exceot a northern exposure is called a
"northem piaza' and has a special ser of
standards for fanoscaping and seatrng.

Widê Slrcet

@

pnopoRrtorr¡s

W

ge

tcsr oF ADJorNrNG

BUILDING
Proponional requirements govern the relationof plaza width to lengrh in order to
guarãntee the maximum amount of visible
plaza space. Following are the proportional
requiremen$ for sites with one side that
fronts the street:

ship

Length of
Street

Zoning

Lot Size
12.500 square

feet or more
12.499 square

feel or

Frontaç

Mid-block and throuqh.block public spaces
are permifted only when one of the adjacent

buildinç abutting the public

space

is

not

more than 65 feet in height or 5 stories high.
fhese requirements guarantee that plaias
g.¡rrounded by other buildinç do not become
dark allevs, obscured from nan¡ral light and

air. Public space with street frontage-g0 feet

Depth

wide or more shall be exempt from
height regulations.

these

x2X
x

2.t/2X

less

;t
"l'
I

(Source:C¡ty

of

New

York

1976)
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gives us the idea of how comprex are the
characteristics which give a praza a real sense of
place and make it a usable urban space. It is
necessary to mention that the applicability of these
guidelines depends on the quarifications of staff
members.and it also requires a monitoring system.
Another important aspect of New york's urban
design has been the bonus for plazas, which has been a
means by which developers could maximize densities
rather than provide a useful public space.
The
requirements above stated are a more simprified version
of an earlier sophisticated attempt and it emphasizes
passive recreation. Lately, the requirements have been
amended to make plazas accessible to the public at all
times" simurtaneously, praza bonus that could give a
developer a F.A"R. (floor area ratio) increase up to
twenty percent has been decreased to six square feet
The list

(0.56m2) of froor area for each square foot (0.0gzgm2)

of praza up to a maximum of one F.A.R., and the bonus
must be certified for compriance with requirements.
Another modern contribution of the city of New
York has been the integration of art for peopre. Art,
in urban design terms, was onl-y part of a plaza f or
which a developer .orrru increase even more the F.A.R.,
when he usual ry provided a sculpture. But no\Ä/, this
trend has changed with New york's Equitable centre

û7

Fis. 6.r.3)
Rather than decorating its plazas,
robbies, and pedestrian areas with singre pieces of
art. the Equitable Life Assurance society formed a
commission for art works which was in charge of
selecting different artists who would desig.n for a
particular space in the Equitable Centre.
They
encouraged "fresh approaches for pubric areas
lobbies, pr azas, and arcades whose aesthetic value
had so often been neglected in recent office
(

development.

fiIler

Monumental sculpture, the traditional

for such spaces, seemed inadequate."3
The Equitable centre Building became the first
buildíng to rocate west of the Avenue of the Americas
forrowing changes in zoning regurations to avoid a
"density congestion" on the East side. The f loor area
ratio for the site was 16.5. rt was increased rater
"as of right" to rl.LB because of such incentives as
the through-block galleria. Additional F.A.R. bonuses
were permitted because of the company's commitment to
upgrade existing urban plazas on the north and south
sides of the Avenue of the Americas building by new
planting and trees" The zoning also mandated retail
and storefront line continuity along seventh Avenue.4
The Equitabre centre is considered the "ideal-" answer
to the zoning for Midtown Manhattan, and one that
fulfil 1s al I of the requirements for p1 azas as
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An exlensive unclerground concourse will Iink Equitable'lbwer with the Er¡uitable's
prescnl heacl<¡uarlcrs at 1285 Avenue of the Americas.'l'l¡e full-block complex will inclurle a galleria, lry() art galleries, and a ll¡eater.
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explained before. But they not only increased the
F-A"R- because of bonuses for plazas and gallerias;
they also got bonuses for an arcade of shops, a
theatre r ârr underground concourse to Rockefer ler
centre r ârr atrium lobby, two art galreries and a
museum" All these pedestrian amenities are open to the
gieneral public, and the benefits achieved for the
pedestrian and the city are obvious. The success is
due to the good administration and frexibility
of the
Midtown Development Guidelines which enounced what a
developer must "give" and what can be negotiable.
The Midtown Development Report has as its
principle objectiv"=, 5
1. A strengthened framework with the three types of
strategy areas - growth, stabilization andpreservation - providing an explicit base for
planning and zoning recoÍrmendations
2 - The proposed creation of a New york city Economic
Development corporation to provide assiètance in
site assemblage, by condemnãtion if necessary
3 " An incentive package for the west side with Éax
exemption, public projects, public service and
zoning' elements
4" A mid-block zoning strategy that wilI help
stabilíze the East Side while providing giowth
incentives for the west side, ãnd that-rlrr help
keep the impact of zoning lot mergers within
predictable and acceptable Iimits
5 " A theatre district
program to implement our
strategy or preserve existing theatres
6" A specific floor area ratio (f'.a.n.) differential
between the East and vrlest side which includes
mapping the avenue frontages in the West Side
growth area for F.A.R. rB as of right subject to a
"sunset" provision
7 " A sharp cut-back in the bonusabre amenities system
with more planning elements, such as widened
sidewalks, mandated without bonus
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A simplified system of as-of-right bulk
regulations

This brief list of action-objectives demonstrates
and supports the theory of urban design which contends
that urban design has evorved to become a more
comprehensive approach to the physical environment, not
just architectural detair and function" To expand this
aspect, it is necessary to study the different
implementation policies deveroped to achieve the urban
design objectives in Midtown Manhattan.
The implementation poricies are grouped into six
-ta-=

1.
3.
4.
5.
6.

r6

The development strategy

Special incentives
Public investments and services
Zoning
Zoning planning and urban design controls
Zoning bulk regulations
Before each one of these areas is explored, a
quotation from Herbert sturz's comments is appropriate
to clarify the government role in trying to protect the
public interest through urban design:
2

"We recognize that
not aII
our
recommendations wilI please everyone"
We
have tri-ed to balance two concerns: that
developers are entitled to a fair return on
their investments; and that it. is in the
puÞIic interest that there be adequate light
and air, and streets that are not oveily
congested. We believe that it is a role oi
government to attempt to reconcile these
sometimes competing interests. "

î4î
The six imprementation areas are directed towards

the "protection" and "betterment" of the physica1
environment for the citizens at Iarge.
These
implementation policies are some of the broadest in
scope in the united states, and for the first time tax
incentives are directly integrated to urban design
policies.
The first

area of implementation, the Development
Strategy, defines the goals, areas, and boundaries of
the Midtown Zone.

The goals

state

clearly

that

controrred growth is necessary to safeguard and improve
the quality of the environment threatened by the rapid
growth of the East Side; at the same time, the goals

are the starting pointr so that planning and urban
design policies are designed to direct growth in order
to provide more jobs and to strengthen the tax base.
Three areas were defined to target the different
implementation
pro9'rams
( Fig.
(1)
6"1.4):
Stabilization , (2 ) Growth and ( 3 ) preservation Areas
"

Although different in scope, a common goal was devised
for zoning certainty and predictability"
Different

interest groups had expressed their need for clear
workable as-of-right regulations with firm limits.
This problem arose from the general concern that the
price "paid in Iand speculation, costly delay,
aggravation, suspicion of the public process and
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would bc reduced anrl enrplrasize mirltrlock operr space
and sr¡bwav stalinn conneclions. Plnnning features to
ease si(lewslk congestion arì'l |rotr,(t \l¡,t1. otreets
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their aif Fghts Io a\ enue development sit es.

To sssist appropriate rlevelopment thmughout ltlidtoun, help stabilize lanrl co6ts Ð(l shonen the aÞ
pñrval pr(xess. s'e proFrse direct an(l prerlictable
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To enæunge Midtoq'n to grou' west and eouth, speci¡l incent¡\'es m pmf!)sed. Tlrel inclurle an ICIB
u"-of-right t¡r exemplion for pioneer buil(le16. s¡re
uænrbb¡¡e rcsistance thnrugh a new NYC Ecr¡nomic
Developmenl Cor¡rontion. artd pnrjects to tun tÌ¡e
rre¡ urund such as the.lz¡rd -ctreet l)elelopnìent
Prrrject. tht'P,¡rlmarr Hotel anrl 8rr'adqar Plaæ
ln nltl¡tion, to stin¡u¡rte tl¡e lyest Side ¡nd !,rotKt
url stalrilize the Eest Side ofñce core, se prolruse
hi¡her \4'est Sidc than East Srrle zoning tlensities:
West Sirle avenr¡e frontaßes uplxrl (o Få[ì t8 &.,of.
ri¡¿ht sìth midbleks remainirrg at l-AR !5: Eæt Sicle
sve¡rue frontages kep( ct FÂR t5 with midblocks loceNd to tÄR 12.
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oversize buirdings as a result of the special permit
and exception game that zoning has become in recent
years , has been too high.
The benefits received in
pubric amenities or architectural

quality have not been

worth it""7
Predictability and certainty of urban
design policies
are
key factors
to
reduce
discretionary-subjective-mechanisms that
did not
contribute anything to the guarity of the environmentin Midtown; on the contrary, they had become so
discretionary that Manhattan was rosing some of its
livable characteristics .
The second area of implementation, Special
rncentives, starts with tax incentives to promote
growth, stabilization and preservation in the defined
areas. The first tax incentive is an as-of-right fifty
percent tax exemption, declining five percent annuarly
over a period of ten years after which futl tax wilr be
paid, and it is targeted to serected growth areas only.
The second tax incentive program is the modification of
the 42L-A which offers substantial tax benefits for new

multi-family
hous ing.
Thereby,
stnce
it
is
counter-productive in competing for scarce commerciar
sites, it is proposed that it be excluded from the
growth area, and apply only to those buitdings which
combine substantiar residentiar use with commercialuse
In addition to tax incentives, the city is

îtlt
counting on what they name "turn-around" projects, such

as the 42nð, Street Development (it wi1l be described
later in this chapter) and the Equitable centre, plus
different projects of public investment. Another very
important incentive is the creation of an urban
Development corporation to expedite site assemblage and
development, by condemnation if necessary, and. through
co-ordination of related public improvements and
significant reduction of red tape"
Zoning incentives are presented in the form of
higher densities (f'.e.n.'s) on the West Side than on
the East side. They arso proposed zoning regulations
that should return zoning to a "predictable, largery
as-of-right basis from the uncertain, costly and time
consuming negotiated zoning of recent years."B
The third
area of implementation, public
rnvestments and services, relies on the pubric sector
projects which are:

745

Þrn ì o¡È e

Convention Centre
Port Authority Bus Terminal
LIRR Layover Yard
Portman Hotel (2,000 RM Ist Class)
Herald Square Subway Station
Grand Central Subway Station
Broadway Plaza
42nd Street Subway Station
Bth Avenue Revitalization

Bryant Park Revitalization

Cost ( tn
Mil lions

Canada
(

)

Rate

U.S.$

Nov I9B5

375
200
168
)1

525
280
235 "2

q

16.0
14.0
L2.5
10.0
-z
a
_ET7_.7
( Mil i ions

30.1
22"4
19.6

17 "5

14"0
"28
)A

]T4Z "Z€'_
)

These kinds of incentives are of primary
importance for urban design. rt is of a very important
nature to understand that pubric expenditures can be
co-ordinated to achieve urban design goals "
FubI ic
works have been an important determinant of the shape

of our cities as well as of their visual quatity" And
developers are ensured that the government witl do its
part of the "deaI" on time and with a quality that wirl
private and public realms likewise.
The fourth area of imprementation is zoning,

enhance

wit-h

four main goals:9
1 " To help stabilize the prime East side core Area
and to provide directions and incentives for its
growth and expansion to the west and to the south
2. To make zoning regulations as predictable and
as-of-right as possibre, reversing the practice of
negotiated zoning ( special permit)
3. To emphasize that zoning's underlying planning
concern is with the impact of buildiñgé on the
streets and avenues of Midtown - not ònry in terms
of their openness to 1ight and air, but in how
well the streets serve the movement of people,

)

î46

define Midtown as a speciar prace, and enhance its
role as the world's pre-eminent downtown
4 " To protect the theatre district
and any other
structure of historic significance for the
community

After

having stated the goals cIearly, some
reconmendations were made in six categories: l0
1. Density limiLs
2 - Mandated pranning and urban design requirements
3. Bonusable amenities
4. Special districts
5 " BuIk regulations
6. Administration
From this area of implementation, areas Five

and.

planning and urban design contrors and burk
si-x
regulations
are derived.
The main features of
planning a,nd urban design controls are:
Mandated: A

B
C
D
EF

Bonusabre:

å
C
D

:

Retail continuity
Street walI continuity (rig. 6"f"5)
Relocation of adjacent subway stairs from
street to within development site
Curbcut prohibitions on specified streets
Alleviating sidewalk congestion
Continuing through-block circulation
networks

U;3åi Flii"- wirh a deveropmenr rishr

transfer to a maximum of twenty percent
of the allowable base F.A.R" on tfre s:_te
being devetoped
Through-block galleria
Special subway entrances
Pubric or quasi-pubric

F _ å5íi:T:";
G Theatres
The bonuses given for these amenities have been
reduced from previous regurations, but still_ they
emphasize the direct reration between the developer s

rq
willingness and the cost to provide them and the city
with bonus mechanisms to promote such amenities
Bulk regurations are intended to provide light and
air, and to improve the comfort index on the streets of
Midtown Manhattan" rt is important to point out that
aesthetic considerations are not considered either for
being very subjective or a secondary consideration
applicabre onry at the finar stages of the desig'
review process " The city arso proposes a two-tier set
of regurations. Architects and deveropers are free to
choose from the first or second. tier according to their
"

own requirements.

The first
or dayright compensation tier was
developed in the earry 1980's. rt estabríshes a simple
set of trade-offs to compensate for any portion of a
building that extends beyond the daylight curve by
retracting an equal or larger portion behind the curve"
This first tier of the proposed new bulk regurations
"guides the placement of buildings on their sites
establishing daylight requirements within sky exposure
curves for new buildings. "1I (S"" Fig. 6"l.6) fhe
second tier t or better known as the dayright evaruation
chart, which is a modified version of the waldram
Diagram developed in England during the 1930's to aid
in daylight analysis .1 2
The system offers a near
"reaI" measure of how much dayl ight or sky j- s bl ocked
o

î48

by a new building.
In order to be approved, the
building must provide an averagie of seventy-five
percent dayright. The design process to achieve such a
rate is up to the developers and archi-tects " Zoning
regulations only provide slight ideas of what the burk
shourd be rike, reaving to the architect complete
freedom for

design.

(See examples Fig"

6 "L

"7

and

6"1"8)

Thus far, v/e have reviewed the different urban
design mechanisms adopted by the city of New york for
the Manhattan area. However, these mechanisms do not
apply to lands owned by the state or federal
government, lands that could have a great impact in the
form and quarity of the urban scene in Manhattan. rn
addition, some projects have been turned over to the
New York urban Development corporation, which has the
pov/er to operate compretely outside the framework of
the city's zoning laws
This movement could have
meant that controls would not have been applied, bu.i:
the state leadership was wetl aware of the damaging
consequences of not having design controls. For these
reasons they catred private consultants cooper-Eckstut
to design development controls for the two most
important projects: the world Financiar centre being
developed by Olympia and york, and the 42nd, Street
Redevelopment Project. The development controls turned
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ÐAYT,TGX-{TTNG TEST
tT

he daylighting performance test at-

-L tempts to quantify ttre amount of
natur¿l light that çdl re¿ch the steet
aiter a proposed project has been buill
Light to the steet is measu¡ed on a
Dayiight Evaluation CÏ¡arl, which is a
modined version of the Waldram diagram developed in England during the
1930's to aid in daylighting arnlysis.
The modified diagram is a grapiric rep
resentation of a t\reelimensional view
of a building; it presents a slightl-v distorted rersion.of a propoeed project as
it wor¡ld be seen by a pedesfian standing at either end of the steet fronting
the buiìding. The va¡iable grid prestamped on the diagrarn helps quantify
lighting levels. Each square represents
two ve¡tical degrees of sllr and 25 feet
of lot frontage at the street line, so that
for a site occupyine 250 feet of st¡eet
length, a úuil 100 ava.ilable daylight
squares would become the basis for
evaJuating davlight perforrnance. The
consuitants distorted the gnd to give

F,igrrrrz

greåter value to daylight coming from
higher in tl¡e sky rea.lizing tlrat'below
the range of prerailing street walls ¡n
midtown, there is little expectation of
seeing t}le sþ." They determined that
the average steet wall height presently

found in Manhattan occurred at ap
proximately a 7ff angle above the
ground measu¡ed from the center of
the honting steeL Therefore, they divided their diagram at the 7CF poinl
Above this le.¡ei, the grid is divided into
100 blocks whose sÞe laries in relation

to the 'quality' of üre light

coming

through these areas. Unobsructed
blocks above the 7ff Iine are multiplied

\' their weighted value, totaled, and
subbacted from lCÐ. Block below the
7f line are similarly multiplied, but
their weighted values a¡e less. These
values are also totaied and added to the
originai fìgure; the sum of the two figures represents the building's final day-

lighting score.
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out to be stricter than the city's zoning regulations
The design guiderines were prepared to assi-st
developers in bidding on sites proposed for
development" For the 42nð, street Development project,
guidelines were designed to incorporate ,'the best
quarities of New york's commercial District and
preserve the unique character of the Times square Area.
The requirements are not discretionary, and proposals
must conform to them to be consider"¿."14
The 42nd street Development project area is about
thirteen acres, and when compreted will have four new
office towers, a 550-room hoter, and a wholesale mart
as main uses for the area. The project wilr cost about
1-6 billion American dorlars. As with any other big
downtown redevelopment project, different architects
and developers will design the different sites.
(See
Fig- 6.r-9) To illustrate the guiderines we will focus
on site number B, the wholesale mart. The types of
uses to be accommodated in the building under the
"

wholesale

option

include:

wholesale

showrooms,

exhibits, office and retair space, pubric circuration
and building services. Burk regulations (nig. 6 " 1 " I0
are intended to preserve the five-storey street wall in
the project area. The guiderines also provide detailed
regulations as to the location of different uses,
circulation and transit easements (depicted on Figures
)
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6"1.11)"
The 42nd street Deveropment project also serves as
an example of public participation in the planning

process. wilriam J" stern, chairman and president of
the New York state urban Development corporation said,
"Public review is a cruciar part of the approval
process for any project. when a development on this
scare is planned, it is essentiar that pubric comment
be heard and taken into account.', However, public
participation i; New york is a very comprex process
Pubric review of the 42nd street Development project
began with the release of the Draft Environmental
rmpact statement and continued through the public
hearings I a subsequent 30-day period for written
comment t Têlease of the capitar Final Environmental
rmpact statement, and additional 15-day period for
written comment and, finally, public hearings before
the New York city Board of Estimate" rn addition,
hearings were necessary to satisfy the requirements of
the state Environmental euarity Review Act, The Eminent
Domai-n Procedure Law, and The urban Deveropment
"

Corporation Act.
Regardì_ess of

the process complexity, public
participation is regarded as one of the most important
steps towards the implementation of any project.
Moreover, pubì.ic participation is not considered as an

7ø

obstacle, rather it is considered the crucial part that
wil I definitely decide the success or failure of the
pro j ect

.

6.1. 1

CONCLUSION

These guidelines telt us that in New york,
ownership of land or agencies in charge of deveropmento
either federal, state or municipal, will not affect the
development quatity of the Manhattan area. This is due
not onry to the excellence of processes and techniques
used, but also to political leadership and community
participation
urban design in Manhattan is maybe the best
example of the complexity of urban design" However, it
is necessary to look at other geographical areas with
different social context to understand what the
innovations in urban design can teach the new
generation of urban designers, architects and planners"
seattle, washington is considered to be one of the most
innovati-ve cities in the west of the united states, and
its successes and fairures exemprify the rore prayed by
local government when dealing with the quality of the
physicar environment to promote the public hearth,
safety and welfare of its citizens.

7fr
6

-2 Seattle

In contrast to New york, Seattle does not have an
independent pranning agency to direct urban design or
even planning. The office of planning policy was
eriminated in r9B1 and some of their members were
transferred to the mayor's office to work on the
Land-use and Transportation project.
planning and
urban design tasks are spread over many departments and
centralized planning is practical ly non-existent in
Seattle

"

For years many citizen groups have advocated that
seattle should not become like any other American city.
They want to "hord on to the unique quarities, physical

and social, that are so much a part of this place."l5
Projects like the 76-story corumbia centre and the
4B-story First rnterstate centre have compelted citizen
pressure to limit building heights, and simurtaneously,

to tighten contror of deveropment along the shoreline
and urge public access and recreational facilities on
the waterfront. rn seattre, the ideas of incentive
zoning or incenti-ve urban design mechanisms for the
creation of Ìow-income housing and other sociar pubric
spaces are based on the same assumptions as those of
New York. It is a means to "pay" the developer for any
loss incurred when giving away areas for such public
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amenities. However, in 1982, city councir refused to
impose interim height rimits until the new downtown
plan was finished"
As a resurt, one of the main
concerns of citizen groups was that housing for
low-income househords lvas disappearing under the speed
and changes in rand uses of ne\^/ deveropments, reason
for which a housing conservation ordinance was enacted
to require developers to reprace the housing units
removed to facilitate
new development. some groups
considered that removal of housing units, usually low
rent for the erderly and the poor, is detrimental to
sociar policies, and those units will not be replaced,
since new housing units built to replace them are
targeted for higher income groups. on the other hand,
other groups favour the rast approach to crean up the
central business district of a rot of rundown, unfit,
and dangerous structures; new housing for higher income
groups provides more jobs, and. more important,
increases the tax base of the city and support, in a
better manner, the commercial development thanks to the
high purchasing power of the individuals belonging to
these higher income groups. Housing and the quarity of
new development were the issues behind the creation of
the Land-use and Transportation project.
However,
there are other circumstances which influenced. the
urban design regurations and poì-icies contained j_n the
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downtown plan"

Besides the pressure for citizen groups, the state
Environment Policy Act (SEPA) applies to areas "such as
the core where urban design review through zoning has

not been possible, and which addresses issues not deart
with in fixed zoning standards or brought und.er the
aegis of discretionary review."16 The SEPA requires
the preparation of an E. r . s . (environmental- impac.L
statement) for any project, and it is concerned with
the externar effects of deveropment. Erements such as
bulk, scale, view blockage, shadows, light and glare
should be included in

the

E.

I

.

S.

The E.I"S"

is

becoming a very important urban design toor ¡ âs
important as zoning, in Seattle and in many other
cities in the United States. The problem is how to
combine zoning and E. r.s " to achieve urban design

goars; seattre's approach is to enabre just one agency
to administer both" Zoning anaryzes the project on
what is permitted and on what shourd not be builto
while the E. r . s. refers to the consequences of the
pro j ect .
In this wây, planning and urban design
poricies are less discretionary in the sense that they
set standards to evaluate new developments.
Without
these
standards,
the process would
be too

discretionary;

and as a consequence, subjective
judgments and personar biases would prevair- regardress
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of the quarity of project designs. Another way to
improve the E. I . S " was developed in Seattle .
It
consists of an Environmental Review Committee (E.R"C")
which reviews the city's environmentar review/impact
process.

The (E.R"C" ) Environmental Review Committee is
formed by five residents and two city representatj-ves.
The committee serves as a rink between residents and
city departments and provides advice to the mayor, city
council and departments regarding environmentar matters
of concern to the city.I7
In addition, there are two
other committees with poritical power to affect urban
design in Seattle
The first one is the Seattle Design Commission,
which advises city officials
on environmentar and
design aspects of capital improvement projects,lB and
acts in an advisory capacity to the mayor, city
council, and city departments.
The Seattle Design
commission includes two architects, an urban prannero a
landscape architect, two engineers, and an artist.
The
commission's pov/ers and duties are specifled by
ordinance and includerl9
1 - Recommenlilg project designers and/or design teams
for specific capital improvement projects Éo be
undertaken by the city
2. Formulating and recommending aesthetic,
environmentar and design principles and objectives
that should be sought in the development oi the
project (these recommendations are made prior to
"
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the beginning of design work)
3" Reviewing projects during the design period;
reconìnending approval 0f work at the compretion of
the schematic design phase, the design dèveropment
phase and the construction document þhase
The

second

committee

fq

an

ad*hoc

interdisciplinary team organized with the Department of
community Development. The terms can be short-term
(such as for review of developers' proposars for city
surplus land ) or 1ong-term, such as for a special
office created to co-ordinate pubric and private
development and design in the central business
district . 2 0
Review committees are compremented. by two other

useful urban design techniques: special Review
Districts and LocaI Improvement Districts.
Specia I
Review Districts are allowed to provide rand use and
development contrors and incentives "above and beyond
those provided by the zoning ordinance""21 T*o such
districts have been created, pj-oneer square and the
rnternational District.
The creation of the district
requires a separate set of policies and regurations for
each area similar to those of New york (Fifth Avenue
speciar District or union square speciar District"
The new Ìegisration amends the zoning ordj-nance and has
as principles the fotlowing:
A - State the .unique values of the district
)
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B

Define the district's purpose and intent
C - Modify bulk, use, desigr, and densities
The legislation of special districts permits the

creation of a special review board for each special
district (a step beyond New york's speciar districts")
The review board is composed of property owners,
district
residents, and business operators or
employees
Five members are chosen in district
elections and two are appointed by the city"
The
committee can deverop design guiderines, control
development, and recommend policies to city council and.
"

administration

-

The second kind
r-mprovement district.

of

district

These are

is

the

special

1ocal

taxing

districts
created to finance public improvement
projects through the sale of city bonds which are
repaid from special property tax assessments.
Traditionalry, these districts focus on streetscape
projects in the downtown core.
If any project -i-s
accepted by seventy percent of the property ovr'ners,
bonds are sold, the city's front money for design is
rej-mbursed and project construction begins" Bonds are

returned in ten to fj-fteen years by the property
owners' special taxes.
Thus far,
techniques

we have examined some of the maÍn
developed in Seattle to address urban
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design:

Zoni.g,
Environmental Impact Review,
Environmental Review committee, seattle
Design
commission, Ad-hoc committees, special Review Districts
and Local rmprovement Districts.
However, there was
not a defined urban design process until the city
approved the New Land use and Transportation pran in
June of 1985 "
william J. Duchek, manager of the
Downtown Project points out:22
"Seattle has no speciaì_ urban design review
process. In the downtown the design rules,
to the extent that there is public design
regulation, are in the zoning code and desiÇn
criteria for the public benefit features óf
the Floor Area Bonus System. Onty on 1arge
public projects such as the new West l,ake
Park or the Washington State Trade and
Convention Centre does the city conduct a
design review as part of the overall
development review. These are usually done
by ad-hoc interdepartmental teams of thè city
staff and the project is of a nature that
requires by city council. The usual large
office building or other private projeðt
would not be subject to special revievr or
design criteria. "
Even though, each project is reviewed so as to
determine conformity with the New Land Use and
Transportation Pran for downtown seattre. The new pì.an
is the resurt of a process that started in rg73 with
the "Goars for seattle 2000." The downtown plan takes
a comprehensive look at the issues of importance,
emphas

iztng

pubì_

ic

traditional

in Seattle

the built

environment

participation

as

has

been

To understand the impact
of

the new policies,

it

on

is
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necessary

to

focus

first

overal 1-general -recofitmendations and

on
I

ater

the

on

the

particul ari tie s of the Floor Area Bonus System of the
new Land Use and Transportation plan for downtown
Seattle.
The Land use and Transportation plan for seattle
(LUTPS) is one of the most comprehensive in the united

states. rt contains policies that embrace areas such
as seattle as a regional center, transportation, human
services, housing, urban form, and so forth (see Table

6.2.r.

)

rt is a set of policies designed to direct future
growth in Seattle's downtown area; and in contrast with
the traditiona] plan, it onry gives directional
guidelines for the successful accomplishment of the
pran which presents seattle's possibirities in the
future, up to twenty years.
Another important
characteristic of the pran is that each poricy is
accompanied by implementation guiderines, aspect-which
marks a contribution to city pranning processes of
American cities.
rmptementation is carried out through
new zoning regulations and the creation of incentives
for housi.g, public services and the environment
(Although all the policies are strongry interrelated.,
the fol rowing descriptions of the LUTPs will
concentrate on those with a direct relation to urban
"
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TABLE

6.2. I

Framework Policies

A- Pre-eminent Regional Centre
B- Growth
C- Transportation
D- Housing
E- Human Services
F- Urban Form
G- Culture and Entertainment
H- Areas of Varied Character
I- Office and Commercial Concentration
J- Retai-1 Concentration
K- Residentiat Neighbourhoods
L- Mixed Use Neighbourhoods
M- Shorelines
N- Incentives
Land Use and Transportation policies
PoIicy 1- Land Use Area Regulation
Policy 2- Uses
Transportation
3- Regional Transit Access
4- Transit Ci-rculation
5- Vehicular Access and Circulation
6- Pedestrian Circulation
7- Bicycle Circulation
B- Street Classification System
9- Parking
10- Transportation project priorities
Housing and Human Services

12- Housing Development
13- Human Services
Urban Form
fZ:-Historic preservation
15- Building Height
16- Building Scale
I7- Street LeveI Views
1B- Street Level Development Standards
19- Uses at Street Level
20- Use of Street Space
2I- Signs
22- Open Space
Incentj_ve System

ffionus
System
24- Transfer of Development Rights
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Land Use Districts
ffiifications
and overray Districts
26- Downtown Office Core I
27- Downtown Office Core 2
28- Downtown Retail Core
29- Downtown Mixed Commercial
30- Downtown t4ixed Resi-dential
31- Pioneer Square Mixed and Special Review
District
32- International District Mixed and Special
Review District
33- International District Residential and
Special Review District
34- Downtown Harborfront-l and Shoreline
Environment
35- Downtown Harborfront-2
36- Pike Market Mixed

fmplementation and Administration
s

3B- Belltown
39- Harborfront
40- Westlake Boulevard,/South Lake Union
41- North Kingdoms
42- Union Station Corridor
43- Non-conforming Uses
44- Existing public Benefit Features

45- Rezones
46- Planned Community Development
47- Programmatic Actions
All the case studies policies
zoning to back

up
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design as it is seen and explored in Seattle"

)

Land-use determination is of great importance for

urban design, since in Chapter Three
it was
demonstrated how different socio-economic forces have
corresponding and different urban forms and rand uses
For instance, retail and office development have
skyscrapers and enclose shopping malls as their
physicar configuration of their function in the city"
so it can be stated that a right mixture of land uses
is important to achieve good urban design. rn light of
this fact, the LUTPS outlines the following ,r="=r23
"

Commercial

Light-manufacturing

Residential

Pubtic facirities

and institutions

Hote I s

These uses are acceptable as general guideli-nes

for the downtown area, however they go beyond this
general land use crassification and propose rand-use
districts within downtown and are intended to provide
detailed bases for the reguration of development. rn
Graphic 5.2.I vre see three general aspects of the plan:
(1) the height concept, (2) generar "city vorume" and
(3) the different land-use districts.
rt is important
to note that the plan promotes mixed-use deveropments
in all of the districts.
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The pran arso requires that at reast ten percent
of al1 new housing units be targeted for row-income

people defined as being households with incomes less
than fifty percent of the median for the seattle
area-24 The fortowing is a rist of the imprementation
guidelines for housing in downtown Seattle:

- A commitment of the city to maintain a minimum
number of housing units for row-income households.
2 " A monitoring program to register any changes in
the housing market to make the necessary
administrative and legislative adjustments
3 " A housing preservation ordinance that requires the
replacement of downtown housing demolished or
changed to non-residential use.
4- Bonuses will not be given to projects which wirl
result in a net loss of housing units.
5. Transfer of.development rights will be approved
for any project whose floor area exceeds iifty
percent in low-income housing.
6 " The normal bonus incentives for mixed-use
developments with residential components.
Briefly as they seem, these implementation
guiderines reave room for a powerful discretionary
administration of such poricies.
However, they are
very clearly
defined so as to avoid any
misinterpretation from part of planners and developers
alike. And it is forlowing this rine that policies for
urban form are established:25
1

"

framework
po Iicies
(discretionary) direction for a highestablish
quality
man-made physical environment. The urbán forñr
( self-adminisrering
provide
qoiigle¡
detailed guidance for those features on the
built environment critical to achieving this
ob jective
. these pol_icies addr-ess
complex set of factors, which togethera
influence how peopte feel about dowátown.
"The

)
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Throughout, the need to provide flexibility
for variety and change has been balanced with

the goal of predictability. "
Policy L4, Historic preservation, is the first of
the series of poricies that address the concerns stated
above.
Historic Preservation guidelines are more
intended to maintain present regurations than to make
drastic changes; in the presence of the success of
zoning by-laws and landmarks designation, the state has
enacted regurations to protect the present legisrative
process and to promote more incentives and regurations
from part of the munici-par government so that some
structures with historic value be maintained and
preserved in order to enhance the character of the
area.

Policy 15, Building Height, regulates the height
of aI I districts in the downtown area ( see Graphic
6.2 .1) based on the foltowing principles:
I . To communicate the intensity and character of
development in different parts of downtown.
2 . To protect the light,
air, and human scale
qualities of the street environment in areas of
distinctive physical and/or historic character;
and
. To provide transition to the edges of downLown to
complement the physical form of the -r"..26
This Height Policy also recommends bonuses for
projects with sculpted tops of buildings, so the
skyrine of the city courd become more recognizabre and
characteristic of Seattle.
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PoIicy 16, Building Scale, is intended to reduce
shadow and wind impacts at the street rever and to
promote a strong physical and human rerationship with
the pedestrian environment, acknowredging the possible
impact of large buildings on the surrounding buitdings,
open space, and any other kind of urban spaces " They
take into account the following physicar urban design
elements: 27 ( See Graphic 6 .2.2)
Limitations of site coverage
waII dimension
View corridor setbacks
Street wal1 height
Street park setbacks
PoIicy I7 , Street Level Views, deals with the
protection of important street views-view corridors
(Graphic 6.2.3). Mostly, this policy is implemented by
the adoption of zoning by-raws controrring street
vacations and encroachments as well as setbacks and
heights on the determined view corridors.
PoIicy 18, Street Level Development Standards, is
intended to: ( a ) provide visual interest for tlre
pedestrian, (b) provide a comfortable sense of
enclosure along the street, (c) integrate individual
buildings within the streetscâpe, (d ) bring the
activity occurring within buildings into direct contact
with the street environment, and (e) provide strong
edges to clearly define open
=p.."=.28 The physical
design elements (Graphic 6.2.4) of the Street Level
I"
2.
3.
4.
5.

l"laximum
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Development Standards are:

1.
2.
3"
4.
5"
6"

Street wa1ls - heights, dimensions
Limitations on blank walIs
Screening of parking
Street landscaping
Overhead weather protection
Poricies 19 (uses at Street Lever) and zo (use of
street space ) complement the rast two poricies by
setting guidelines on the uses at street lever. They
Facade transparency

have mandatory requirements and arso a bonus mechanism

for the adoption of uses which increases the quality of
pedestrian networks (Figure 6.2.5). These policies are
very simirar to those of New york Fifth Avenue special
District where retail and warr street continuity are
considered two of the most important erements either to

protect or create urban enhancement.
rn addition, the New Land use and Transportation
Pran for Seattle has developed an incentive system with
two broad areas: Floor Area Bonus and Transfer of
Development Rights (T.D.R.). The latter one has the
forlowing priorities: (a) retention and rehabilitation.
of low-income housing throughout downtown, (b
production of affordable housing in mixed-use areas r
(c) preservation of landmarks, (d) compatible infill
development in historic districts, and (e) small site
deveropment in areas of highest permitted densities " 29
( Table
6 .2.2)
The criteria
to evaluate T.D "R"
)
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proposars is based on transfers within blocks and
between blocks" However, the Floor Area Bonus system
remains as the most effective urban Design (uD) Tool
when dealing with new development in the C.B"D"
The LUTPS outrines very crearly the criteria of
the different "public benefít features" for which
bonuses can be awarded" Bonuses are granted only in
additional floor area space "in comformance with the
downtown policies and the density regulations of the
appropriate rand-use district crassification. "30 th.
amount of floor area space increased by the bonus
system represents the public interest-priority
and the
cost for developers when providing a public benefit
feature; however, the total F.A.R. is Iimited
regardress of the number of bonusable design elements
found in a project" The office of the mayor exprained
how the new bonus system differs from the existing
slstem; 3 I
" The number and types of incentives are increased
trying to cover all those needs expressed by
different citizen groups and those of importance
to achieve a "good" environmental quality in the
C.B.D.; even though, the new system only
establishes design criteria, it gives a sense of
predictabirit.y which is of primary consideration
for the success or failure of the system
2- The incentives are serectivery targeted to areas
where they are most likely to provide a public
benefit
3- rncentive features are broadened to allow actions
Iocated off the project site
1
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4. Smaller sites are able to use incentives to a
greater extent; thus, facilitating design and
continui-ty in the process, and
5. There are options for voluntary agreements
resulting in contributions to funds in Iieu of
directly providing some incentive features
The system also promotes the integration of
various design elements, as werr as a monitoring system
which evaluates the list of pubric benefit features
every five years.
The intent of evaluation is to
assure ( a ) the feature is sti I1 desired, ( b ) the
criteria and standards are providing the desired
results, and (c) the bonus values reflect the cost of
the feature and land as wel 1 as pubì.ic priority.
citizen participation is encouraged in the evaluation
process so the Iist can be modified accordingly to
changing circumstances in the real estate market and in
changes in the lifestyles and society trends. Tabres
6-2-3 and 6.2.4 list the different pubric benefit
features and estabrishes areas in which projects can be
eligible for bonus.
PubIic benefit features are grouped in three
areas: general criteria, special criteria and council
conditionar use. rn the general criteria group, public
benefit features are considered more important than
those in the other two groups, and bonuses are given
automatically to any project containing such pubric
design elements
The second group, Special criteria,
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are not automatically granted and are subject to a
speciar design review to determine the extra area to be
granted and arso projects conformance with district
design regurations as stated in the Land use and
Transportation Plan for Downtown" The third groupr
councir conditional use, considered certain bonuses
that shall be "subject to review and approval by city
council.
Since these bonuses allow exceptions to
density, height and development standards in highly
sensitive areas of downtown, they may be granted
outright, granted with conditions or denied."33 In
addition to the criteria crassification, seattle Bonus
system states four conditions that apply to aLl pubric
benefit features:
I" Time Commitment: It establishes that the use of
should remain for the life
@features
of the building which includes the additional
floor area. The public benefit feature may only
be diminished or dÍscontinued if the additionar
floor area allowed in return for the specific
feature is permanently removed from usè; however,
this condi-tion has aroused some controverslr since
some public benefit features such as parking and
major retail stores are dependent on market
conditions or on decisions taken by head offices
usually located in different metroþolitan areas"
Another problem is the lack of definition of
private and public urban spaces which has direct
relation with the time for which the project can
be open during the day and evenirg; in tñis
respect, it has been considered that some kind of
agreement be reached so as to ensure public access
to interior spaces.
2. Access: This condition relates to the physical
access to public spaces more than the "soðial
access" of such spaces. Any public benefit
feature sha1l provide access in accordance with
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4.

the Washington State Rules and Regulations for
Barrier Free Design to guarantee access for the
erderry and physically handicapped. social access
r-s a more complicated issue ignored in the new
urban design plan. However, the government is
arguing that since some area has been given avray
to the developers from part of the city, thi= cã.,
be considered as a trade-off and pubtiå'access
cannot be denied, as long as this "public access"
does not mean a violation of the constitutional
rights of the commerciaL/residential owners of the
areas surrounding such public spaces.
Maintenance: It is stated that Lhe owner of the
pro:act-Fresponsible for the maintenance of the
public benefit feature; although the plan does not
contain any penalty policies for owners who will
not comply with maintenance requirements.
êrt: Artwork is required in the majority of the
bonused public spaces, but the plan does not
mention any process to determine what artwork is,
or what k'ind of art will be on display, Ieaving
these conflicting questions to the-diècretion ór
developers.

Conclusion

seattle's urban Design poricies, are comprehensive
in the way that they are not independent but a part of
a more generar plan. urban design policies are stated
clearly at downtown lever as werr as at district levelu
so in this v\iay, little discretionary power is lef t to
administrators, and developers can find a higher degree
of predictability.
citizen participation in seattre j_s
considered a major achievement thanks to the creation
of various civic committees which have a direct impact
in the urban design process Another important success
is the flexibility
of the bonus system which al-rows a
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greater creativity on the part of the architect.
Pubric benefit features are totalry related to
seattle's unique characteristicsr so that architects
address the physical context and the pubtic is assured
that those unique physicat characteristics wil 1 be
protected and enhanced.
After having studied the American contextr New
York and seattre, the second part of this chapter deals
with two canadian cities where urban design is a major
issue in the fields of pranning and architecture. rn
vancouver and Toronto, urban design has been considered
a responsibility of municipar governments and have
deveroped urban design policies which fit. the unique
Canadian conditions

"
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6.3 Vancouver
vancouver is the third largest metropolitan region

in canada, and without doubt, the city has the best
urban design mechanisms to be found in western canada.
rn addition, the citizens of vancouver have seen their
city improved by projects such as B"c" place and a nerrù
ALRT system which have augmented the quality of living
in the city as a who1e, especially in the core area"
The present study will focus on those urban Design
mechanisms of vancouver which dear directry with the
core area (Figure 6.3.1). The most important element
of the urban design process can be summarized as
follows:
The Core Area plan

- Downtown/core policy and design guidelines, and
Zoning and Development permit process
Urban design in Vancouver has been part of the
planni-ng process since the late I950 's, when public
participation demanded protection of the unique
characteristics of Vancouver's natural setting; even
now in the eighties, public interest in the city's
physical qualities
are at the top of community's
concerns, the three most important being: ( I ) views of
the mountains and water, (2 ) city with an attractive
appearance, and ( 3 ) resident participation
in
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government"

The surveys which identified what
vancouverites wanted their city to be were part of an
extensive search undertaken for the preparation of the
core area plan, Coreplan.34 th. Coreplan has four
areas of strategy for action: ( a) core employment
growth, (b) city housing, (c) transportation, and (d)
urban environment.
These four strategies represent
what has become one of the most important trends in
city planning: plans must be the answer to people's
needs and concernsr âs has been done in Vancouver.
The Coreplan outlines the urban design features of
various past attempts to influence the outcome of urban
development projects in the core area, and it is
worthwhile to present them in order here to acquire a
better understanding of the urban design process in
Vancouver
Among the most significant features of
these plans *"r"r35
A- A discretionary development contror process which
provided developers with more flexibility
to
respond to the uni-que probrems and opportunities
of their sites and permitted the city to negotiate
neighbourly and high-quality development baðed on
guiding principles rather than rigiã rules (e.g"
the Downtown Development District, Central
Broadway Urban Design, West End planning policies
and Design Guidelines, and the urban oeéign of the
Georgia/Robson Corridor
B- The provision of floorspace bonuses for the
private provision of social, cultural, and
recreational amenities in new developments
c- The identification of area character objectives
and of design guidelines to achieve and maintain
that character
"

)
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D- Beautification of significant streets and. areas
through local improvement projects and other
public investment
E- The acquisition and enhancement of public access
to the waterfront
F- The preservation of significant public views
G- The acquisition and development of new urban parks
H- The encouragement and construction of new cultural
resources
I- The designation and legislated preservation of
significant heritage structures, and
J- The preservation, restoration and enhancement of
heritage areas

At this point in time, there is a general
concensus that past urban design policies in vancouver
have in fact improved the physical environment with
obvious psychological consequences such as better
environmentar perception and higher levers of
satisfaction; however, the Coreplan identifies five
areas of concern which could be the subject of future
pranning department initiatives.

The five areas .r",36

A- While bonusing for amenities is provided for some
significant new facilities, it is not cÌear that
these ad hoc opportunities necessarily provide the
facilities which the city needs most. Á greater
sense of relative public priority, coupled with a
public program to initiate facility provisions
would he1p.
B- Public funds for amenity preservation and
provision are apt to remain scarce over the next
several years while the economy searches for a
recovery. This could frustrate the fulfillment of
some plans and prompt the search for other more
creative means of amenity provisions.
C- As there is not a full inventory of significant
landmarks and natural features, some significant
aspects of Vancouver's quality may be lost through
oversight and only appreciated through their
absence

78?

long-standing amenity deficiencies
particularly in innercity residential areas - have
been worsened by recent development and their
correction made more difficult by rising Iand
costs .
There is a continued need to improve the
efficiency of the administrative processes used by
the city to obtain high quality development and
negotiate f or the provision of ne\¡/ ameniti_es "

D- Some

E-

As it is concluded for these problems, the main
interest now is in the sociar ameni-ties offered by
private developments, not anymore in the form and
function which are becominþ secondary considerations
This could be due to the increasing public
participation and possibte political aspirations of the
"

anning-director

However, there are some design
guiderines that ensure design review in terms of form
and function. But before studying such guidelines, it
is important to see how the city is trying to solve
some of the problems mentioned above.
The city
p

1

recommended

.

three actions:

" Establish priorities for public amenity provision
and direct public investment accordingty" (See
Table 6.3.1
2- comprete over-ar1 identification of significant
public and private vi_ews, natural features, water
areas, Iandmarks, heritage areas and structures,
other urban design attributes, and cultural
resources requiring preservation and enhancemento
and
3. Design and implement a program of incentj_ves t
regulations, and fiscal mechanisms for amenity
preservation and enhancement.
1

)
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Tab/e 6"j.1"

POSSIBLE WAYS TO PROVIDE AMENTTIES

w

Development bonuses for the provision of social, cultural, or environmentai

amenities;

w

Transfer or sale of densit.v- potential lrom sires to achieve heriuge conservation,
cpen space prol'ision, or the preservation of significant views;

s

Locai improvement districts or development levies lor the provision of open
space. cultural and recrestional faciiities, pubiic art, beautiÍication. o¡ the preservation oi heritage in public or cooperative ownership;

tr

A requirerrent that capiul projects include a small percentâge budget for the
provision of public art works on site;

B

Joint pubiic/private investments and joint use agreements. Iike the city park
above the B.C. Hydro subsution on Block 32;

B

Extension of amenitl' bonuses for off-site or pooled provision of pubiic lacilities
at developer expense.

sl

Design competitions and ar*ards to recognize exceptional achievements in

neighbouriiness;

P

Environmenui assessment and revier¡' procedures for large projects or projects
particularly'
at
sensitive locations.

s

N{aximiz:rtion of opportunilies provideC
fundins.

bl senior Bovernrnent

projects and

7?7

These reconìmendations I as wel l as the Coreplan,
are too general. The Coreplan is practically a policy
discussion paper that racks crear identification
of
issues in a more comprehensive way; even though, this
disadvantage is overcome, in part, by policy and design

guidelines.

Many groups raised questions regarding

this lack of specificity in the Coreplan, and as a
resurt ' the Director of pranning recommended the
creation of a civic committee "to explore a city-wide
amenity inventory, priorities for amenity investment,
and environmental regulations and incentiv"=. " 37
Besides, the director expanded the urban environment
strategy by incruding sociar concerns directly related
to new development in the core area.

Such social

concerns are faced for a greater number of cities in
North America due to the shift of the central Business

District towards a more service-oriented sector with a
higher number of white-coI1ar employees wanting to live
and work close to the
Three.

)

CBD.

As a result,

development proposals are:

t.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
B.

Prosperity

Vitality
Efficiency
Equity

Beauty

Security

Health

Openness

(

See Chapters Two

the criteria

and

to evaluate

792

This

criteria

is

recommend.ed to

evaluate

new

development as welr as to be taken into consideration
when developing guidelines.
The downtown design

guidelines were developed in the early seventies and
\^/ere approved on September 30, Igj5, but they are
exclusively for reference and do not form part of the
zoning by-law or the officiar development pran. on the
other hand, the Downtown District official Deveropment
Pran is the only legal reference for developers. Both
documents are similar to the Coreplan in terms of
generality. The first document, Design Guidelines, is
theoretical, principles with no relation to defined
physical areas; however, it sets the terms of reference
for design"
WhiIe the Downtown Development plan
focuses on a specified area, it also outrines general
principles.
The Development permit Board is the only
administrative body with the po\^rer to re lax the
provisions of the Deveropment pran. However, the plan
also gives authority to the planning Director to
infruence any developmentr âs can be seen from the
following quotation regarding the carcuration of the
FAR:

"BaIconies, canopies, or other architectural
features which in the opinion of the director
contribute to the amenity and/or environment
of the downtown district
.', (may be
excluded from the FAR calculations ) .

î?3

This clue of the director's discretionary power
can be seen throughout the Downtown District officiat
Development Pran, but it is said that his leadership
has been important for the urban design movement in
vancouver. rn any instance, the Deveropment pran does
not address character areas within the d.owntown. rt
specifi-es density and height policies ( see Figure
6-3-2) for the area, but it does not make a direct
relationship between density and height zones r âs this
is a biq mistake that is only appreciated in the
imprementation process. The Downtown District official
Development Pran (DDoDp) also contains the standard
criteria for cBD areas, such as retail continuity,
parking, social and recreational amenities and
facilities, and bonus for provision of such facilities"
There are two points that need clarification.
First, social and recreational amenities and facirities
refers to those spaces designed to provide fitness,
recreation, and service to the pubric. The forrowing
is a list of those amenities and facilities that are
excluded from the calculations of the Floor Space
Ratior âs explained before:
1. Saunas
2. Tennis courts
3. Swimming pools
4. Squash courts
5. Gymnasiums and workout rooms
6. Games rooms and hobby rooms
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7. Day care centres
" Libraries
9 " Any other uses which in the opinion of the
Development^Permit Board (npe) are similar to
the above.3B
B

rncreases in the permitted floor space ratio are

authorized by DPB subject to prior approval by city
council. Even though, urban design features such as
gal lerias, arcades, atriums and the like are not
bonusable and are considered part of the design of the
bui lding

.

Thus tar, two characteristics of the urban design
process have been identified.
First, legal documents

such as the Coreplan and the DDODp in general leave
room for discretionary processes from part of the
administration. second, this discretionary power is in

the hands of the Planning Director, the Development
Permit Board and, to a resser degree. city council.
Let's deal with the first, and Iater ortr with the
development process.

Unpredictability and too much
discretion are some of the problems inherent to any
document which rerates to rear estate deveropment in
just statement of purposes r âs is the case in some of
the vancouver pubrications rerated to urban design
(coreplan, DDODP, and policy and Design Guiderines for
Downtown.

)

consuLtants,

The

planning

has tried

to fill

department,

through

the gap by developing
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design guiderines for specific areas. Three of the
most outstanding guidelines are:
r- vüest End: Planning policies and Design Guidelines
2. Central Broadway Urban Design
3. An urban design study of the Georgia/Robson
Corridor

The West End is mostly a residential area, which
has witnessed an apartment boon construction. Between
1960 and 1970, some 13,000 dwetring units were ad.ded
(118 percent increase), while only 3,000 units between

l97O and 198I (12.5 percent increase. )

The intent of

the guiderines does not take into consideration
densities of the area, and is onry directed towards
"pure" architectural design: 39
"The design guidelines contained herein
are intended to encourage high standards of
design and development throughout the West
End. They are also intended to create an
increased awareness, j_n the preparation and
approval of development proposal s, of the
immediate and overall environment.
The design guidelines replace the yard
requirements, the light angle controls and
daylight obstruction angle requirements
associated with regulatory Zoning District
Schedules .
Greater f lexibi lity, variation
and interesting design is thus facilitated.
design guidelines are intended to go
Thu
further than this insofar as they represent a
quality control basis upon which to base
design decision and judgments.
The Design Guidelines do not require
literal interpretation in whole or in þart.
They wiI1, however, be taken into account,
within their generality in the consideration
of development permit applications.
The
Development Permit Board ffiay, in its
discretion, refuse or require modification to
a development permit application proposal,

7fl

for failure to meet the standards of these
guidelines in whole or in part.
In the

exercise of its discretion, the Development
Permit Board shall first take the advice of
the Urban Design Panel into account.
Design guidelines
are not adopted
through the fult Iegal process or puntic
hearing.
Experience may prove the nãed to
bring in new guidelines t ey to revise
guidelines found ineffective. "

With such an intent, it would be assumed that the
guiderines are very particurar to the area, but this is
not the case" These early guidelines, L9i5, are in the
same line as those documents described above, too
general and too much room for discretion
The
guidelines are broken down into three areas: buirding
design, retail stores and open space.
The design
guidelines are just sketches with some text in the form
( See Figure 6.3 3
of principles.
Graphics and
"
principles do not rerate to a specified area within the
west End District, they have not been of much help for
architects
and developers.
Another fundamental
shortcoming of these guiderines is that public
participation
is sacrificed for the sake of
bureaucratic Iaziness (see Iast paragraph of intent.)
However, if there have been some design achievements in
the area, it is not due to the guiderines, but to the
development review process (Urban Desj_gn panel) and the
quality of the architects.
"
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The centrar Broadway urban Design Guidelines
(1980) are more comprehensive and do relate to defined
areas of the district.
(Note that the West End
Guidelines v/ere prepared by Norman Hotson Architects,
Consultants

"

)

The guidelines

have a bottom-down

approach from city Iinks to sub-areas within the
district"
First they develop general principles for
the area (Figure 6"3.4) and later for each one of the
sub-areas (Figure 6.3.5 ) . The comparison between these
two sets of guidelines shows that guiderines deveroped
by city governments sometimes rack an understanding of

the needs of architects and developers. This may be
due to the absence of urban designers with a deep
knowredge of the professional practice of architecture
and real estate needs. The guidelines developed by
consultants relate even to "real" streets and brocks,
increasing the predictability variable so important for
architects and developers in order to know what the
city rearry wants to achieve. But let us not forget
that guiderines in vancouver are onry for reference and
do no imply a lega1 commitment from part of the city,
and the DPB has the right to accept or refuse such
guidelines as see fit.
so now, the unpredictabirity is
not found in the guidelines themselves, but in the
bureaucracy. The third set of guidelines, the Urban
Design Study of the Georgia Robson Corridorf was
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prepared by Baird,/Sampson Associates, Architects
(1982). The first part of the guideline deals w_i,th
general urban design principles that j-nclude:
A- Towers in open space
The greening of Georgia
Building types
Continuity of weather protection
Retention of significant views
Height limits
Retail Street frontage
B- A continuous streetwall of buildings
C- A hybrid of streetwall buildings and 1andscaped
promenades and courts ( Fígure 6 .3 .6
)

The second part of the study contains t.he
Character Area Guidelines It is broken down into
sub-areas, and in addition, it considers future
developments and their imprications for the area.
However, the guidelines are intended for areas of about
ten brocks each, buirding sites in a brock are not
identified, and there is not a general plan for the
area where it would be possible to appreciate the
overalr design framework. The onry intent to do so
focuses just on landscape erements of the guidelines
(see Fi-gure 6 .3 .7 ) . The study a lso proposes bui rding
forms for new development, but there is not an
understanding of how the architect came up with such
forms, or the relationship of proposed form to existing
ones
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From the

analysis

of

guideì-ines, w€ can see that
design criteria
guidelines
area

"

different

for

for

the city

different

As a result,
and are

not

these

sets

of

there is not a general
in

dístricts

alI

three
order

to

within

develop

the core

guideline criteria

co-ordinated

to

are

achieve

city-wide objectives. It may be that guidelines are
not important for architects and developers aIike,
since conformance to them does not guarantee approval;
it is more important to get approval of development
permits through discretionary methods ( friendships,
design modification advised by the planning director or
the urban design panel, and the like" ) Guiderines have
shown to be ineffective, since even the DpB does not
have to abide to them.
Design guidelines taken independently are useless
unless an administrative procedure is developed to
assure conformance with those guiderines. rn the case
of Vancouver, the development process ( see Figure
6.3. B ) is considered one of the most discretionary in
Canada as expressed by the planning department:40
"Some regulations may be varied or
relaxed
. conditions of use and limits of
relaxations are usually stated in the by-1aws
but are set specifically by those city
officials charge by Council with deciding
upon development permit applications
the
Director of Planning or the Development
Permit Board.
Major applications are
ordinarily subjected to a preliminary design
conference and may be decided by the
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HOlV IS MY APPLICATION PROCESSED?
The process *'hich most applicarions go throu_eh is sho*,n in

simplifìed form

FILE DEVELOP\IE\-T
PER.\fIT A PPU C.,\,TION

RE]/IEWED BY PLAN.
CHECKING TECHMCTÁ,I\i+
Nf.{Y INCLUDE

ADVICE FROfrf OTHER
DEP.{RT}f ENTS

(+ Mos¡ one- and rwo-

AÐVICE FRO|lf OTHER
PLANMÌ\¡G ST.{FF IF
IN SPECI.T,L STUDY
ARE.{. OR SITE OR
DEVELOP}fENT HAS
HEzuTACE ITfPORT.ÀNCE

family dwellings
permrned ouu-ieht
*'irh by

are deal¡

Permis a¡d
Licenses Dept. on
behalf of Direc¡or

of Pla¡nine, wirh
advice from Engineering Deor.)

AD\]CE FROitf
URBAIi DESIG¡i PAI{EL

ADVICE FROIv{
NEIGFTBOURS

REFERRED TO DfRECTOR OF
PL.A,ì,iMNC OR DEVELOPIVÍ ENT

FOLLO\\]NC PLBUC
NOTIFIC.A,TION

PER}fIT BOARD \IlTH
RECOMIf E\'DATION*

DECISIO}- RENDERED
,1)iD
APPLJC.å\-T ADVISED
(.'l¡tanv simole aopiicatiors are re1erred directlt'to the Supc,ntsor, I)eveloom¿,n Permit
Group.
for dectsiont on beiulf oithe Dtrectnr oiPldnnrn!:). Ccrtuin o-r'these appiiccitons. rnciuciing simpie
chan.qes of use not reeuirrng purl:tng or loatling rel¿ranons. ure e.rpedtt¿ci through the processAppiicanons for ldrge-.sc'ale or con!eilrous úevclopmerus arc r¿\'erred to tht,Deyclopment pcrmir
Bourd

jor dtcistont.
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Development Permit Board, although the board,

once having given approval in principle to a
preliminary application, mâ!r on occasion,
delegate the final decision on the complete
application to the Director of planning"
There exists the right to appeal to the Board
of Variance of Vancouver. "

Mr. F. Bowers, City l"Ianager, presented a report to
city council on March 2, 1984, where a Review of the
Development Process in vancouver is evaruated. rt is
summarized in the following terms: ',The most common and
significant concern of architects and developers is the
degree of uncertainty in the process to respect to what
the city's requirements might be, the degree to which
requirements might change throughout the process, the
length of time to resorve all the issues and what the
city might eventually approve. " The planning director
answered that it was impossible to reduce the present
time (six to eight weeks) and that it would recommend
more specific by-laws and guidelines. However, these
measures do not reduce discretion from the part of the
Planning Director or the DpB; even more when the
pranning director is himserf the chairman of the Board,
reducing in this way the possibility of public
compraints from the part of architects and devel-opers"
In the same report, the planning director agreed
to formalize a pre-design conference. The main purpose
of the conference is for the appricant to discover all

ry
the relevant by-raws, regurations and guiderines
applicable

to the proposed development.

Any other
planning device my have to be accompanied by a caution
about possibre reversar of that advice by the DpB, and
the information given must be recorded. The pre-design
conference is not a design meeting to identify the
design issues of site development, it is merely an
information exchange meeting. Arr matters rerevant to
design are reft to be reviewed by the urban Design
PaneI.

The Urban Design panel was formed in 1956,
introduced by councir and concentrated on architectural
design" rn 1973 the emphasis changed to incrude urban
Design; "the public had an interest in more than the
exterior appearance of buildings that went on to
incrude the collective impact of buirdings on each
otherr on the neighbourhood, and on the city at
large."41 The panel is composed of thirteen persons:
six registered architects, two landscape architects,
and two engineers (aII of whom are nominated by their
respective professional associations), a representative
of the vanccuver city planning commission, and one
member each representing the Director of planning and
the Director of Permits and Licences. The role of the
Urban Design Panel is advisory to the DpB and the
Director of PJ-anning; there are not f orceabl_e
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guidelines to fol1ow, as a result, subjective judgments
are the only basis for recommendations.
In October , 1984, the City Manager proposed the
aborition of the urban Design panel, since it v/as
identified by architects and developers as one of the
main impediments in the permission process.
In
addition, the discussions of the panel were "In Camera"
and dealt mainry with aesthetic considerations. rt was
argued that the Director of planning and his
architecturarry trained staff are capabre of providing
this information. In the end, the City Manager 1ost,
and as a consequence, the po\^ier of the planning
Director and the Urban Design panel was reinforced.
Other concerns raised by the private sector is
that the Director's personal taste have too much
influence, and that his judgments are very subjective,
and what is even more bothersome is his unwillingness
to deregate authority. rt is arso contended that many
of the by-laws and design guidelines are poorly writterr
and do not represent the reality
of private
development. These two worries are expanded by western
Management consurtants based on surveys und.ertaken to
evaluate the Development permit process in vancouvet.42
There is almost unanimous agreement that the
Director of Planning has too much povier. The current
director is viewed as having a pervasive infruence in
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the process and is perceived to use the fulr extent of
the power available" The perception of the community
is that development in the city reflects the personar
taste and changing moods of the current director" The
general view is that if the Director of pranning does
not 1ike it, a project will not get approved.
Many of the guidelines pursuant to the by-Iaws do
not give a sufficiently clear understanding of the
requirements to be satisfied or exprain why they need
to be satisfied" Guidelines are treated as regurations
subject to reraxation at the discretion of the city.
To many applicants, it appears that anything is open to
negotiation

"

it

is the impression of the private
sector that in Vancouver there is too much and
concentrated discretion, and that city staff appear to
be insensitive to costs and what is achievable in the
"economic reali-ties of the business worId. "
Therefore,

6. 3. I Conc lusion

In Vancouver, design guidelines are most of the
time superficially conceived, thereby, increasing the
discretionary or subjective analysis of development
proposals. However, strong personalities such as the
Planning Director, have overcome, in part, the poorness
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of the guidelines.
Political leadership and insight knowledge of
aesthetics do not guarantee good urban design r so part
of the pride for achievements must be shared with the
private sector" A powerful planning director in urban
design issues acts as just a "critic",
not as the
designer. Architects in Vancouver are arnong the best
in North America, and maybe without the present.
director, the results would have been the same. Even
though, leadership is important to maintain urban
design at the forefront o!, public policy.
The urban desigh process in Vancouver needs a
reduction of dÍscretionary measure to be more
effective.
A powerful planning director and good.
architects are not going to stay forever, the reason
for which it is important to devel_op an urban design
process that protects and enhances the environment when
these two forces are not present.
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6.4 Toronto
Toronto is the largest metropolitan area of
canada, and in appearance is not very different from
New York or Seattle; however, each city has a very
unique downtown" And in Toronto, the central area has
not lost population as its counterparts in the United
States and even in Canada.
urban design policies in Toronto have evorved in
the last fifteen years to become some of the most
effective tools in dearing with private deveropers and
architects; besides, Toronto's CBD is still
the
favorite area for corporatj-ons to locate, and as a
result of the corporations strive for image, the design
quarity has been improved greatly to become the heart
of a metropolitan area of which Torontonians feel very
proud.

The contributions of Toronto to urban design are

not in the field of "master plans" but in the process
itself.
urban design poricies can be studied in the
light of the following areas:
I.
2.
3.
4.

The Ontario Planning Act of 1983

Zoning
On Building downtown design guidelines
Downtown PÍan Review, and the
Civic Design Program

The Ontario Planning Act of 1983, the legislation

provides a "cIear
purposes for

distinction"

which zoning is

between the various
used.

It

provides

a
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variety of zoning techniques from which municiparities
can choose, and are grouped in rongterm and short-term"
"The long-term zoning provisions enable local
municipalities to
existing uses that are
"oñu- Iands to future uses
stable and to prezone
where the uses can be predetermined. These
provisions include standard zoning
. as
well as holding and bonusing provisions
the short term provisions include interim
control by-Iaws and temporary use zoning
by-Iaws, þ^oth of which imply a Lime related
control. "43
Section 36 of the planning Act enables a
municiparity to award increases in density and height
of development "in return for meeting specific
municipal pranning objectives" such as the provision of
speciar or assisted housing, the preservation of
buirding with historica] or architecturar varue or the
provision of additional space or other service. Two
examples of bonus poricies in Toronto are the density
bonus for open space in apartment devetopment, and for
underground pedestrian connections in the d.owntown
business district.44
th" act also reduces the
administrati-ve procedures to grant bonuses. And it
specifies that the bonus poricies be clearry stated in
the official
plan and by-Iaw, and if all the
requirements are met by a deveroper, the density and/or
height bonus must be granted without requiring a
rezoning to permit the additional density and/or
height, and Toronto planning department can require an
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agreement to address access to facilities,

pubric

and

pri-vate domains and so f orth.

The objectives in Toronto to provide bonus are
(among others ) :

A- Provision of a wide range of housing types
including family type housing or assisted housing
B- Preservation of the unique character of certain
parts of the municipality containing buildings
with historicat or architectural significancé
C- Encouraging innovative building designs
D- Provision of community and open space facilities
such as small parks, day care cenÈres, community
centres, and recreational facilities
The act considers that it is important for any
discretionary process, as that of bonus provisions, to
be impremented through zoning by-laws so citizens and
private interests can know what the developments
options are.
Therefore, the official
plan's
imprementation policies "should. require that the
by-law:

"

A- contain the detaired development standards that.
would apply when the bonus is awarded. If the
bonus is not awarded, the standards of the basic
zoning category assigned to the site would apply"
These standards, of course, must comply wittr-tfrã
policies in the official plan for Toronto.
B- set out how these bonus standards relate to the
conditions ( "facilities, services or matters"
that are required to be met in order for the bonus
standards to apply to the site.
C- address the matters to be dealt within the
agreement. The reference in the by-Iav/ should not
make the bonus award conditional on entering into
)

2î6

the agreement. Rather, it should be clear that as
part of the bonus being awarded and the bonus
standards applying, the agreement wiII be entered
into.

D- be written in such a way as to ensure that
discretion can not be applied. If the conditions
to be met and the bonus to be awarded are aII
agreed to and set out in agreement, a rezoning
should not be necessary.

appropriate sets of bonus
standards, several points should be kept in mind:
The extent of the increase in height,/density should
be compatible with adjacent development
The bonus density and height proposed must conform
with Toronto's official plan
The municipality's expectations of the developer in
terms of services to be provided or conditions to
be met should be realistic, in terms of
marketabilityr generâI economics and the needs of
the municipality
Specific and unique local needs and. expectations
should be taken into account
In

determining

In this way the act provides for a bonus system
that is guaranteed against "discretion" since it ís
based on standards; even though, discretion is implied
when the developers ask for such bonus provisj_ons, and
the planner in charge evaluates the design proposar to
study project's conformance with such standards. The
Planning Act emanated from federal government and
administered by the Ontario Municipal Board has deeper
implications, âs Cook outlines,45
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"One significant departure from American
practice is the Ontarj_o Municipal Board, a
creation of the al I-powerful provincial
government. The board must pass on municipal
debt, financing plans , zoning, development
controls, and amendments thereto.
Ontario
cities (included Toronto), with the Municipal
Board looking over their shoulders, have less
leeway than Amerj-can cities.
The effect may
not only to confine a city's options but also
to make discretionary-review processes less
vulnerable to political considerations or to
shift
the political
bargaining to the
provincial level. "

The provincial government has also included in the

Planning Act a policy that has an indirect effect on
the urban form and structure of CBD's
Section 39,
cash-in-1ieu of parking allows the municipality the
option of entering into an agreement with the owner or
occupant of a building site exempting that person from
the parking requirements set out in the by-law, and

requiring that cash-in-lieu payments be made to the
municipal ity
This option would likely be used in a
situation where the municipality is prepared to reduce
or eliminate the parking requirement on a particular
site and to provide the required number of parking
spaces in a municipar parking facirity
on another site
with the funds obtained in lieu of the parking"4T
However the act does not establish

implementation of
discretion

Section

of the municipality.

39,

criteria

leaving

it

for the
to

the
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Another zoning technique used in Toronto is the
s ite-p I an-by- 1 aw
It is intended to exercise
development control (design review) of development
proposals. Since the planning act does not give the
power to municipalities to do sor the by-law would
contain a plan for the plot and perhaps also elevation
drawings and some specification of materiars (nigure
6 " 4. I ) "
This approach has been criticized for two
negative effects " The first, is that in order to make
"

changes in the site a ne\^/ by-Iaw is required and

a

rezoning process. This is conducive to delay and the
real estate market is very sensitive to time
considerations " The second negative consequence "g-ives
no guidance" of what the city expects, and very little
predictability is found since only very few standards
can be specified" On the other hand, it presents more
flexibility
than the traditional zoning by-Iaws; du
Toit points out:48

instead of requiring that the
".
generalized geometric
formulae or providing incentives to include
specified and, therefore, Iimited extra
facilities,
the total development design is
subject to approval prior to construction"
This aIlows trade-offs between public benefit
and developer advantage, which are generally
too variable and subjective to regulate by
standardized formulae. The dependence is on
evaluation rather than on prescription."
development merely fits
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F4tne 6.4.7"
NEW DEVELOPMENT IN
RELATION TO STREETS.
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These zoning techniques in Toronto are usually
nondiscretionary and only relate to buildings
themserves but not to their impact on neighbouring
properties and on the city's Iiability,
reason for
which the city planning department deveroped a set of
guidelines published under the title
"On Building

that is a reference guide for deveropers and
architects.
Zoning prescriptions are arithmetic and
more convenient lega1ly, and performance standards are
more responsive to design issues.4B
The document
adopts the performance standard approach. It tends to
be simirar to the Environmental rmpacts carried out in
the United States. Du Toit groups possible impacts in
four .ru-=,49
1. Climatic Impact: the orientation, shape, síze,
number and relationship of buildings affect the
local climate. This can be measured positivety or
negatively in terms of wind or air stagnation,
sunlight or shade, heat, storage or glare, and
protection or exposure to rain and snow.
2. Ecological Impact: the site, works, built form,
paving, Iocation, Iighting, waste disposal and
energy systems of a development affect both the
regional and local ecology. This occurs in terms
of drainage (runoff, water table leve1 and
flooding), vegetation and wildlife systems, air
ground and water pollutíon, and use and dispersal
Downtown"

of energy"

)

Service Impact: the new development will make
demands on roads, utilities,
waste disposal,
public transport,
services.

A

open space, school and other

Social Impact: the surrounding community wilt
also be affected. This may occur in terms of
hazards and restrictions of pedestrian movement
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caused by increased traffic;

noise, dust, dirt

and

fumes; the perception of building bulk; the scale
and attractiveness of new development; the 1oss of
natural areas r or the gain of landscape; the
increase of commercial and public transportation
amenities and the increased employment and
municipal tax revenue generated.

An environmental impact study for each proposal
would be too extensive and economically not viable, so
it is important just to priorize issues, and. from
there, evaluate a development proposal" The following
ís a list of the design guidelines of the city of
Toronto

:

50

A- Downtown Pattern
A1 Sun and Shade
open spaces

(Figure 6.4.2)
streets surrounding new buildings
existing resid.ential buildings surrounding
new buildings

A2 Wind and Calm
A3 Noise and Quietude
A4 Air Pollution
A5 Water Pollution Control
A6 The Rectangular Street and Building Grid
A7 Buildings to be retained
AB Special features
A9 Public views
AI0 A variety of actj-vities
B- Areas of special identity
c- PubIic Realm
CI The street hierarchy
C2 Major and minor streets for pedestrians and
vehicles
C3 Streets for pedestrians
C4 Routes and facilities for bicycles
C5 Street design
C6 Entrances, concourses and platforms at
subway stat.ions
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D-

C7 Open space in the public realm
Public Parts of the private Realm
DI Pedestrian walkways
a- at ground level
b- below ground level
c- above ground leveI
D2
D3
D4

Linkages
Arcades Overhangs and transit shelters
Public open space in the private realm
a- at ground level
b- below ground Ievel
c- above ground level

d- at leve1 low roof
e- at level high roof
D5 Construction and Construction phasing
D6 Loading and Servicing

Each guiderine starts with goals followed by

some

good (do) and bad (don'ts ) examples (Figure 6.4.3) and
at the end, outlines the requirements to be satisfied"
The city al,so proposed a review process in which

participation of interest groups is the vital force
behind any decision ( Figure 6 " 4.4) .
The design
guidelines

are only for reference (as in Vancouver.)
In recent years, some of the guidelines have been
introduced in the officiar
plan for Downtown Toronto,
where early design review is advised.

The success of

a

design review process "depends on the ability
of
developers and the city to enter into discussion with
respect to the aspects to be reviewed at an early stage
in the design process.

It is often very difficult

costry to alter substantially

a development design

and
when

design and drawings have reached a very advanced stage"
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The Design Guidelines Document shourd note that the
city
encourages discussion with respect to a
development's form and amenity at the early possible
stage in the formulation of a development" 51
The plan identifies various subdistricts, for
instance the financial district with two areas of
special identity: the Bay Street Canyon, and Front
Street ( Figure 6 .4.5 ) and simultaneous ly
the
underground network ( Figure 6 . 4. 5 ) .
In the early seventies, the underground network
had been accepted by developers since its area did not
count in the total FAR, and a connection to the
underground system would increase the marketability of
the project as well as an extra commercial revenue.
However,
political
changes
in
city
counci I
( anti-development
promoted
the city
planning
department to withdraw the bonus previously given for
the underground retail shopping area and transferred to
street related retail.
And financial participation
)

from part of the city was also withdrawn.
fear that

There \^ias a

the underground network was drawing

away

people from the streets.
rt is important to cite how city poricies related
to density affect urban design. fn L978, the city of
Toronto Planning Board proposed an amendment to that
portion
of the central
area plan that
limited
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commercial density other than street-related retail

and

service uses to 0 " 3 times less that the maximum
commercial density permitted.
The purpose was to
revise the means of encouraging street-related retail
and thereby allocating ful I commercial density
Density incentive, "it was felt," should relate to the
amount of street frontage occupied by street-related
retail and service uses rather than to the provision of
up to 0 " 3 times the lot area. The planners proposed
that the maximum amount of street frontage required for
street-related retail be Iimited to sixty percent" If
the developer included sixty percent of his street
frontage for retail, he would be granted the full
commercial density al lowed for the lot with no
restrictions as to where, how or for which uses the
density would be allocated. If less frontage was used
for retail, the maximum commercial density was to be
reduced by an amount up to 0.3 times less than the
commercial density permitted for the area" Thus, the
total allowable commercial density would be determined
more directly by the amount of street-related retail
space included in the project.52 Even though, the
popularity of the underground system, now connected to
interior commercial arcades is increasing and is one of
the best urban design elements of Toronto of which the
most outstanding is Eaton's Place. (Fígure 5.4.7)
"
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Major developers who have incl_uded retail arcades
in their complexes seem to find the concept very

attractive "because retail malls represent one of the
ways of achieving a quality image, âñ image that
attracts a higher rent.53
Goodman explains the
advantages for developers when providing undergTround
retail arcades which offer the deveropers something
that is not available to them with on-street retail
stores: a large amount of authority and control in
determining exactly what activities may or may not
occur in their domain. A public issue that wilr arise
many questions of public interest vs. private
intentions; however, many of the activities prohibited
by private enterprise are in benefit of the government
as welI" Loitering, picketi.g, bag ladies, and. drunks
act as negative elements in the perception of customer
behaviour, thus reducíng sales of stores and ancirlary
activities; and as a consequence, taxes are reduced as
well as a reduction of the environmentar quality of the
area.
Many are the issues the urban designers have to

deal with, but some are very political in nature and
the designer must define what the pubric interest
requires and address such concerns accordingly" There
is no such thing as ,'apolitical design,' and the
designer is required to understand people's and
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government's expectations.

The city

of Toronto,

through various zoning techniques, as we have seen, has

tried to provide architects, planners and deveropers
with a crear understanding and very littre discretion
of what the city wants to achieve " But Toronto's
government has realized that only private initiative

wirl not address arl the probrems, reason for which the
city created a Civic Design Program.
The term "Civic Design,', as used in Toronto,
embraces those works aimed at improving the use,
appearance and safety of the city's public spaces and
places. Such works cover a wide spectrum and include
the continual maintenance and upgrading of city
streets, sidewalksr paving of existing lanes, and
occasional opening or extension of new ones.
Tn
addition, the city has an ongoing program of parks
acquisitions, development of outdoor recreationar areas
and including new conmunities and recreational centres.
At the broadest Ieve1, civic design is concerned with
the planning and programming of a group of related
improvements for a large area such as the st. Lawrence
Historic District or the design solution for the
Masaryk Community Recreation Area (Figure 6.4.8). At a
more detailed design level, "Civic Design', is concerned
with the form and location of specific elements ranging
from the design of a park or mall arising from a street
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closing, to the location and design of paving, trees,
planting, street furniture, fences, fountains, water
features and sculptures and the 1ike.54 The programs
of the civic Design Program are expected to be derived
from generar policies such as the officiar pran and
Local District Plans; a top-to-bottom approach, where
program implement plans.

It is an experience from which many other cities
can benefit; the Civic Design program has defined
functions, as follows:55
A- Assisting the area planning sections in the
preparation of Civic Design Improvement plans as
an element within the planning process.
B- The development of a comprehensive city-wide
program of civic design, ímprovements in
\
consultation with area pranning sections and other
_ city departments.
C- Detailed design and co-ordination of selected
civic design improvements in conjunction with the
appropriate city departments.
D- The promotion of participation by private
individuals, companies, organizations and other
levels of government in funding design
improvements to public lands and public elements
of private lands and buildings.
fi_

F_

The establishment and administration, with the
city c1erk, of a program of award.s for excellence
in civic and urban design.
The preparation for distribution

of information on
the civic design program, its policies, objectives
and programs.

The civic Design program of Toronto is the most
ambitious project to co-ordinate various departments to
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promote better environmental design" since it is a

new

experiment, the results are to be seen in the years to
come

"

CONCLUS ION

Toronto's Urban Design Techniques are established
to avoid discretion from part of the government, and at
the same time, to reduce political leverage from part
of politicians.
The Federal Government, through the Ontario
Planning Act, sets out the general criteria by which
municipalities should develop zoning and urban design
policies, emphas izing clarity of terms of reference and
public participation in the majority of the steps of
any planning process.
The conventional zoning is
straightforward with clear and precise objectives that
make it

easy to administer and apply, and what is
important in Toronto is in how di-fferent urban design
programs are developed to implement general plans.
Addressing the need for an approach which has cycrical
character: general-particular and from particular to
generar. Another important contributíon of Toronto is
in the two ays it addresses urban design. public
works through the Civic Design program, and. private
\^i

development through traditional

zoning and innovative
techniques such as site-by-1aw and the contrasting
examples (good/bad) of the design guidelines.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

FINDINGS AND

RECOMIqENDATTONS

The purpose of this chapter is to present the
principal findings of urban design policies which were
derived from Iiterature reviews and case studies as
werl as from interviews with experts in urban design"
These findings are common characteristics shared by the
different municipal governments studied, and serve as
general principles from which recommendations are
drawn. The sets of principres and reconmendations can
easily be followed by any municipal government in order
to improve the urban design process. Following these
frainework principles,
matrixes of urban design
evaluations are presented.
The intent of the
evaluation matrixes is to offer
tool for urban
designers so that they are abre to evaluate the impact
of a development proposal in a more comprehensive way"
This rast part also focuses on the physicar elements
that must be considered when new development is going
to take place.
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7.I Role of Urban Desiqn in Municipal
Governments

Urban design is considered to be the process by
which a municipar government protects and enhances the
downtown physical environment in order to facititate
the achievement of higher social and economic aoars.
And since Downtown is thought of as the part of
the
city which belongs to the community as a whole, the
urban design process is intended to protect the rights

of the public by controlling individ.ual rights of
development. Thus, urban design is a political
process, and in order to accomplish its goal_s, urban
designers must:

Recommendation I

Encouraqe citizen participation
in the
d.esign process with two ob jectives: ( I )
to ensure that community needs and
minority groups are met, and (2) to build
public support so that urban designers
have political
Ieveragre with politicians
who are the decision makers. However, it
is
necessary to
look for
council
political
support before recommendations
are presented.

Recommendation 2
Make urban design as open as possible.
They must also develop mechanisms to

complement public

participation

by the

creation of ad hoc committees as well as
using the media as a tool to inform and
educate the community.

z4t

7.2 Role of Higher Levels of

Government

Increasingly higher leve1s of government, either
provinciar or federar i are pressing local governments
for more coherent urban design policies in order to
diminish the possibte negative impact of deveropment
projects at regional scales. Therefore:
Recommendati-on

3

Develop environmental
review techniques
to analyze and forecast
the impact of
development proposals at citv and reqionaI leveIs.
Such an environmental review

should focus not only on physical
impacts, but also on the socio-economic
consequences of development"
Recommendation 4
Use urban desiqn policies
growth within
the Downtown.

to manaqe
By doing

this,
implementing city
and regional
plans becomes a goal for urban design in
order to produce area-wide analysisRecommendation 5
Understand that downtown urban design is
part of a more comprehensive design

policy which includes suburbs, industrial
areas, and. any other land-use classification in the city and its metropolitan
area -
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7.3 Urban Design As a Partial Solution

There is a general understanding that society s
problems are not solved by redesigning the physical
environment.
Urban design is seen as an integral

element of set policies in which land use,
transportation, tax policies, economic development,
housing and equity are as important as urban design"
PhysicaI, economic and social problems are cl_ose1y
related and it is useless to treat each independently"
Therefore:

Practice

Recommendation 6
urban des iqn as a

f iel_d

of

action in which manv disciplines have a
direct influence Urban design is not
the practice of one profession" rather it
is the practice of many, and for just one
individual it is impossible to cope with
the multitude of areas with which urban
design deals -

Try
the
that
and
city.

Recommendation 7
to create a committee to co-ordinate
different
departments (disciplines )
have a direct impact on the physical
socio-economic environment of the
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7.4 Aesthetics and Function
in the Urban Design Process
The pedestrian environment is central to urban
design, . and aesthetics and function are its two main
components.
Function in urban design is the

integration of cultural r pslchological, social and.
reason, and due to the subjectivity of aesthetic
judgmentr â€sthetics are
second
to function"
economic dimensions into the design process. For this

Therefore:

Recommendation

B

Focus on the pedestrian environment as
the centraI concern of downtown urban
design.
Any project should add.ress
pedestrian
needs
and
be
designed
accordingly.

Recommendation

9

Having the pedestrian as focus, urban
design should also be applied to create a
positive
imase of the city
at a
pedestrian level as weII as at skvline
leveIs.
Recommendation I0
Develop aesthetic
criteria
based on the
cultural
and psycholoqical
characteristics
of
the public;
do not make
judgment based on personal
aesthetic
criteria.
Aesthetic
values
are as
important as functj-on when shared by the
communi-ty

-
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7.5 The Role of Zoning in Urban Desiqn
Zoning is a very important tool for urban design
and is employed to form a legaI basis for design
decisions. This legal basis enables urban d.esigners to
use zoning as a bargaining tool.
Zoning is widely
accepted, and it is through its use and interpretation
that urban design policy has achieved some of the best
results, especially when zoning is combined with other
policies such as taxes and/or I and use, and
transportation. Therefore:
Recommendation 1I

Ensure that any urban desiqn policy is
backed by Ieqal mechanisms, especially
zoníng, in order to ensure special
interests to comply with stated policies Recommendation

L2

Use Zoninq to implement policies, not the
other wav around- Zoning produces better
results when it
is part of design
policies which give direction to zoning.
Zoning is a tool, a legal basis, and as
such it must be flexible
enough to
guarantee necessary changes through time"
Recommendation

13

Design a zoninq aqreement where the developers and the city clearly state their
position and terms to be agreed upon.
Also include in the document definitions
of public spaces, their maintenance" and
social access to them.
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7.6 Discretionary and Non-Discretionarv Zoning
Non-discretionary but flexible zoning focuses in
particular on quantifiable elements such as glare,
light, noise, and the like, and leaves little room for
discretionary review on the part of the government. On
the other hand, discretionary zoning has been found to
ttpersona I t'
be
unpredictable
and
subject
to
implementation regardless
policies
of
defined
"

Therefore:

Recommendation

14

Avoid complete discretionarv zoning. Instead
develop a
comt''ined
zoning
technique which clearly
defines the
mandatory quantifiable
standards, and
ensures a discretionary review in which
non-quantifiable
quality
elements are
considered However, these quality
elements must be shared by the community
at large and should not be personal
n

judgments

"

Recommendation

15

Priorize the different
elements, bqEh
discretionary and non-d.iscretionary, in
order to clarify
the urban design
process, and in this way improve the
predictability
of the process.
This
hi-erarchy of elements should emerge from
what the community considers to be most
important for its present and future
development

-
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7.7 Incentives

In order to achieve urban design goaIs, the
provision of incentives plays a very important roIe"
Provision of incentives is necessary to induce
developers to provide certain public urban spaces that
otherwise would not be built, spaces that the city as a
whole is in need of. Therefore:
Recommendation

16

Create a system of bonuses to award additional
floor area in exchange for a
public space. The amount of floor area
should reflect the public interest, and
the cost of providing it should be
incurred by the developer. (F-4.R. )
Recommendation

17

Develop a transfer of development rights
and air rights svstem to encourage the
preservation of buildings and uses that
are important for the city-

Recommendation

1B

Design economic incentives to implement
T-D-R. and F-.A,.R. increases as incentives
for urban desiqn.
Economic incentives
range from tax policies to public-private
partnerships where the government shares
the cost of development-

2¿r7

7.8

Human

Services

The future of the downtown area depends, in part,
on the quarity and quantity of human services that are
located in the area
However, due to fiscal
constraints, the quality of such services in innercity
"

areas is declining,
households" Therefore:

especially

for

Iow-income

Recommendation 19

Elaborate
a
system that
includes
incentives and policies to provide the
physical support in order for human
services to function accordingly to the
special needs of innercity dwellers.
Recommendation

20

Define the specific areas for the incentives and locations of human-service
facilities
based on a previous analysis
of income and. need- Human services for
high-income families and individuals will
be provided by "natural" market forces.
The low-income groups are the ones in
need of such facilities.
Recommendation 2L
Target human service proqrams to special
need Iow-income areas and throuqhout
d.owntown.
The elderly
and handicapped

are also special groups in need of
services in the downtown area regardless
of their economic status -
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7.9 Affordable Housinq Preservation
and Development

One of the issues common to practically
alI
downtown areas in North America is the provision of
1ow-income housing; housing for higher-income groups is

usually provided by developers without the intervention
of governments.
However, in some circumstances,
government intervention is necessary to provide
incentives for middle-income and upper-income housing
units in order to make a "2|-hour Downtown. " The real
problem is, without doubt, the number and quality of
low-income housing units in the downtown area"
Therefore:
Recommendation

22

Develop T-D.R- and F-A-R. incentives for
the preservation
and development of
affordable housing units as well as for
the preservation of housing for various
income g'roups

-

Recommendation 23

Persuade council to pass a bv-Iaw reguir-

inq developers to replac.e anv Iow-income
housinq units that have been demolished,
and also to establish and maintain a
minimum number of housing units within
the downtown areaRecommendation

24

Co-ordinate public improvements and code
enforcement agencies to strengthen the
character of residential
areas and to
bring up to code standards those units
which present any danger to their
occupants

-

24?

7.10 Historic Preservation

Historic Preservation is becoming more important
than ever thanks to the realization that buildings of
the past are part of our heritage. This trend toward
historic preservation is reinforced by the unique
architectural style of these buildings, and by the way
they address human scaIe.
These are aspects that
modern architecture has been able to achieve in very
few instances.

Recommendation

25

Encourage the preservation and restoration of individ.ual buildings scattered
alI over Downtownlrlhen groups of
buildings to be preserved are found"
create a special d j-strict
and deve Iop
design guidelines to fit, the district's
particular characteristics .

Recommendation 26
Ensure that the desiqn of new developments are compatible with historic
buildings in character and scaIe.
For this

o

it is necessary for regulations to be
flexible
enough
to
take
into
consideration
the
multiplicity
of
elements inherent to the urban design
proces

s.
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7.II Monitoring and Evaluation
It is important that developers comply with the
terms of reference agreed upon with the city"
In many
cities this has not happened, and as a consequence, the
environment has deteriorated.
And when the developers
do comply, there has been found to be no evaluation of
the accomplished results.
Therefore,
Recommendation

27

Recommendation

28

Recommendation

29

Develop mechanisms to inspect project
sites to ensure that projects are being
built according to the plans presented.
for which approval was granted. However,
inspection should also be carried out
after project completion, to ensure that
maintenance and access standards are
being met.
Devise penaltv mechanisms for those
developers who do not follow design
standards, or who do not keep the access
and maintenance
regulations
causing
detriment to a special group or the
population at large. On the other handn
reward developers and architects who have
achieved a meaningful built environment
?esign an evaluation process of the different urban design policies, as welI as
r of public
urban spaceã, in order to re-evaluate
design policies
and make the changes
necessary to assure that urban design
policies change a Ia par with socioeconomic condi-tions.
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